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In Our 92nd Year

Puckett Speaks
At Quota Club

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Vol. LXXXXII No. 201

Nunn Blasts Ford's
Request For Special
Legislative Session

Billy J. Puckett, director of the
State
Murray
University
Foundation, was the speaker at
the luncheon meeting of the
Murray Quota Club held on
Tuesday, August 24, at noon at
Fellow says raising children is
the Southside Ftestaruant.
something like cross-country
Puckett discussed his collecrunning. You'd like to stop now
tion of guns from various foreign
and then to catch your breath.
session to Lexington to put his advisor, J.
countries and from the United
FRANKFORT (UP!)—Gov. Nunn to call a special
R. Miller, in the top spot.
States. Some of the guns in his Louie B. Nunn today refused to do it.
Out at Sears they have a new
The governor in his lengthy
collection date back to the call a special session of the Emberton has made an issue of
house hold appliance that should
beginning of the United states. He legislature to remove the sales taking the tax on food and im- comment on the special session,
catch on. It's a garbage comsaid Ford was not really serious
demonstrated the use of many of tax on food and impose a position of a severance tax.
pactor. You can put it under the
Nunn said it would be im- about the severance tax on
guns relating details as to how severance tax.
counter just like a dishwasher
they were used, famous persons Nunn said the proposal by U. possible to remove the tax and minerals and had told coal
and all you do it it to put the
who used them, and their use in Gov. Wendell H. Ford, the add a severance tax without operators "in a secret meeting
household waste in it, cans,
the state at Wise, Va.," that "it is just
the various wars.
Democratic candidate for playing havoc with
bottles and all. You close it, push
The speaker has his B. S. from Governor, was "the biggest budget which continues until campaign talk."
a button and a thing pushes the
Nunn said the coal operators
Murray State University and his political blunder that boy has January of this year.
garbage down into a plastic
Masters' degree from Wayne made since he purged the Combs Nunn's remarks were made at told him that instead of a
coated paper bag with 2,000
an informal press conference severance tax, Ford said he
(..itADE—Little Jeffrey Garrott,5, of Murray demonstrates a relaxed University, Detroit, Mich. He supporters.
pounds pressure, reducing cans WRAPPED UP IN THE FIRST
the state's plans would raise the gas tax and put a
funa
his
as
in
day
member
the
youngest
first
was
his
during
School
University
of first grade routine at the
"I think it's the most simple- held to announce
and bottles and what have you and tolerant acceptance
is the (Wee:et class of 1515 at Wayne University minded, shallow, political and for $1.4 million in emergency heavy tax on heavy coal trucks.
father
His
Circarama.
1125
of
Garrott
M.C.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
the
is
He
student.
down to one-fourth the usual size. time
Still speaking hoarsely from a
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) to receive his Masters' degree in irresponsible suggesting any employment federal funds.
Murray State University.
You do this all week sind when the of public relations at
and administration. candidate for governor ever The money will be used for 387 bout with a sore throat that
rvision
plastic bag is filled with the
persons to work on bridges in the confined him to the mansion for
Mrs. Marjorie S. Dunn, made.
compacted waste, you take it out,
program leader for the club, "It proves two things," Nunn state under the state highway two days, Nunn told reporters he
seal up the bag and place it
introduced Mr. Puckett. The continued, "first he has no un- department, 50 new troopers to was feeling much better today.
outside in the garbage can.
president, Mrs. Heloise Roberts, derstanding of the complex fiscal be trained along with other police
and 25 new teachers at
at the meeting.
presided
mechanism of state budget, and personnel
No mess, no bother. It usually
for the deaf and blind.
were
schools
the
members
Twenty-one
second it proves that he's
runs for about one minute to do
present.
reacting out of political
its work, then it's ready for Joe Doran of Murray will be the held at the Calloway County
A federal grant of $726,000 was
master of ceremonies and a Fairgrounds on Friday, August
desperation."
another load.
to improve correcannounced
p.m.
at
eight
starting
27,
The Governor's remarks were
featured artist for the Jaycee
tions procedures in the state.
of recording
number
large
A
be
to
Monday
issued
call
Caravan
a
to
Music
in
answer
Country
It will compact about one week's
s will get about Members of the Murrayartists will be featured on the
by Ford in a speech in Louisville Local government
household waste into one solid
the
money, Nunn Calloway County Shrine Club and
of
cent
8
per
program including Bun Wilson of
Ford said if Republican canplastic covered package.
their families attended the 37th
said.
of
Nashville, Tenn., formerly
The 19117 Pontiac convertible, didate for Governor Thomas D.
Shrine
Nunn's remark about Combs annual Southeastern
David Sea and his Band
Puryear,
take
to
by
Mks
of
wanted
really
Barbie
owned
Keel
Emberton
We ran across the following
to Association Convention held in
reference
in
was
supporters
also
who
Tenn.,
Paris,
from
Murray Route Eight, was the five-cent tax off groceries, he
editorial the other day, we think The annual Molokia Luau
defeated primary op- Memphis, Tenn., August 19-21.
in Nashville, Tenn., Miss
reported idsfen, wrecked, and could get his "political mentor" Ford's
dinner-dance, to be held Saturday record
(Continued on Page Twelve)
ponent former Gov. Bert T. Headquarters for the conwho
Cadiz
of
Knight
Ann
Sheila
to
its
parking
then
returned
night at the Calloway Country
Combs. Ford has been accused of vention was at the Sheraton
weekly on the Hayloft
piece at North 16th and Chestnut
Club, will be open to club appears
T
NAMED
PRESIDEN
purging state Democratic Peabody Hotel, but street dances
Cadiz,
near
Show
Street, according to the report
members and t.Seir guests in- Jamboree
Shelby C. Kinkead of were held each night at hotels
part
Adams,
chairman
(Jim)
L.
Paschall of Paris, Tenn.,
filed with the Murray Police James
stead of a closed affair as Tommy
throughout the city. The
IGA
Adams
the
Jim
of
owner
wife,
his
and
oran
Joe
and
Department at 2:17 this morning.
originally announced, Mrs. Clegg
Murrayans stayed at the Chisca
Shopping
Northside
the
in
Store
Miss Keel said in the report
Openings Are Available
The Murray Police Depart- Austin, one of those in charge, Kaye.
and the Linden Lodge Motel
Hotel
elected
has
been
Murray,
Center,
Wilson has recently been
that the right fender had been
ment investigated a two car has announced.
while in Memphis.
the
Greater
of
en
new
president
as
Kindergart
for
shows
Sigma
benefit
For
with
working
p.m.
8:15
at
bent on the car after it was stolen
collision Wednesday
Following an "Aloha Hour"
A number of the Murray group
iParis-Henry County Chamber of
d returned.
at the intersection of Whitnell and from 6:30 until 7:30 p.m. dinner Mental Retardation Association
Dur
Jae
a dinner on Thursday at
attended
the
of
session
1971-72
The
1Commerce.
Sycamore Streets. No injuries will be catered by Country Kit- throughout this area and is well
n will begin the Four Flames while others a
Kindergarte
Sigma
here.
Icnown
report.
the
were listed on
chens of Union City, Tenn., with
September 7 at Robertson Polynesian dinner at the Luau
to attend
1961 doming beginning at a p.m. The public is urged
a
were
Involved
Momentary Scticxd. Two daub' Restaurant.,
this
Show
special
Music
County
sedan Music will be furnished by "The
Volkswagen two door
sessions. one from 8:30 to 11:00 On Friday amities • dinnersponsored by the Jaycees.In case
driven by Gladys Darnell Sims of Top Five" of Paducah.
a.m. and the other from 12:30 to dance was held at the Chisca
of rain the show will be held in
be
made
must
s
Hotel hosted by the Clown unit of
Reservation
Murray,
Avenue,
Whitnell
3:00 p.m. will beheld.
516
the Shelter
Building at the
by
27,
August
noon,
Al Chymia Temple of Memphis,
Friday
not
before
model
and
Donnie
The teachers are Mrs.
and a car, make
Fairgrounds.
Winters Tenn. On Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
Shirley
Mrs.
and
listed on the report, driven by calling either Mrs. Austin at 753Foust
nard Woodcock met separately "It's almost inconceivable and Miss Debbie GI/Wish will be the Grand Parade was held with
By DONALD FINLEY
Maureen Abernathy Jones of 1406 5455 or Mrs. Bob Billington at 753(UPli—Orga
Wednesday with AFL-CIO Pres- that the head of the auto the student teacher.
per
$12.50
ON
is
charge
WASHINGT
The
the display of units of all temples
1799.
Murray.
Sycamore,
its
George Meany and Frank workers' union, Leonad Woodtogether
ident
called
aclabor
lized
the
evening's
under the direction of Parade
for
couple
Openings for Sigma Kin- Marshall William D. Gilliam.
,egal advisers today to discuss E. Fitzsimmons. Teamsters
Police said the Jones' car was tivities.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
dergarten are still available and
possible court suits against union president.
The three day festivities ended
ping north on Whitnell, when
In addition to Dr. and Mrs.
Nixon
the
wagebranded
reservations may be made by on Saturday evening the SESA
-day
turn
Woodcock
right
90
a
making
Nixon's
Mrs.
car,
and
Sims
Mr.
President
and
Austin
lie
calling Lillie Johnson,753-3017, or Convention Grand Ball held at
program, announced Aug. 15, as
price freeze.
onto Whitnell off of Sycamore Billington, members of the
Pat Fazi, 753-6032.
Holiday Hall, Holiday Inn
'The move followed a pledge unfair to workers but said that
Stret, collided with the left front planning committee include: Mr.
A. Wednesday by the independent "as a practical matter we will
Frank
Rivermont.
fender of the Jones' car.
and Mrs. Stan Hendrickson, Mr. Congressman
The Kindergarten is sponsored
from the local
Attending
and Mrs. Dan Hutson, Mr. and Stubblefield and Senators United Auto Workers I LAW) cooperate with the wage-price
Phillip Darnell of Farmington by the Sigma Department of the Shrine Club were Shrine Club
Mrs. Buddy Hewitt and Mr. and Marlow Cook and John Sherman .and the AFL-CIO to "work freeze during the 90 days."
Cooper announced today in cooperatively" in opposing in But Woodcock said the Route One, age eighteen, was Murray Woman's Club.
President Milton Jones and Mrs.
Mrs. Harold Hurt.
to the Ledger & Times Congress and elsewhere the uncertainty of what would treated at the emergency room of
telegrams
Club Vice-president
Jones,
Those in charge of decorations
Jack Persall and Mrs. Persall,
are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hibbard, that the Rural Electric Ad- administration's new economic happen after the 90 days is over the Murray-Calloway County
REVIVAL SPEAKER
was "most disturbing."
Hospital on Wednesday at 5:20
Clown Unit President Bruce
Mrs. Charles Sexton, Dr. and ministration has approved a loan Plan.
Rev. John A. Jones, pastor of Wilson and Mrs. Wilson, Clown
the
to
$590,000
of
amount
the
in
Leader
Democratic
p.m.
Joe
Mrs.
Mr.
Senate
and
Sam Bell,
Mrs.
said
council
AFL-CIO's
with
Methodist
The
cloudiness
United
Variable
Darnell was treated for a the Kirksey
Director Edsel Beale and Mrs.
Spann, and Mrs. and Mrs. Bill West Kentucky Rural Electric Mike Mansfield predicted the last
not
would
it
week
widely scattered showers and H
according to Church, will be the speaker for Beale, Carl Stout, Messrs and
Cooperative Corporation.
strain,
requiring
cervical
plan
of
the
portions
while
Graham.
freeze,
Cooperate with the
thunderstorms today and tonight
officials. He was revival service to be held at the Mesdames Norman Klapp,
Congressional action would face
Teamsters union said it hospital
Sandy, Tenn., United
and mainly south half Friday.
will be used to "extended debate" after Con- the
in an autombile Big
loan
The
injured
reported
Marvin Pierce, John L. Williams,
cooperate, but reluctantHOSPITAL PATIENT
would
Church stprting
Little change in temperatures
Methodist
distribution
of
48
miles
finance
summer
accident.
a
Cotham, Don Robinson,
from
Freed
returns
gress
the
despite
ly. Woodcock said
through Friday. Highs today and
Sunday, August 29, and con- Tommy Carroll, James C.
line to serve 1,040 new customers recess next month.
Sepapparent conflict in the stateFriday,
Friday in the 804. Lows tonight Mrs. Hoyt (Ruth) Wilson is a and provide extensive imthrough
tinuing
Ball Golf
Williams, Charles M. Baker,
Mansfield's prediction cast
of the three organiza- Men's Best
patient in Room 1458 Union East,
mostly in the 604.
tember 3. Services will be at 7:30 William E. Moffett, Don Bearprovement throughout the doubt on chances for speedy ments
positions
practical
Hospital,
Baptist Memorial
tions "our
Foursome Planned, Oaks each evening.
system. The loan will also be enactment of the package.
den, Joe Dean Watkins, Tom Van
are the same."
The extended outlook for Memphis, Tenn.
used for 16 miles of new tie line The UAW announced it would
Vactor, Jack Thompson, and
is in the
difference
FourGolf
"The
Ball
Best
Kentucky for Saturday through
A Men's
and the conversion of 69 miles of .send representatives to a
Woodrow Dunn. Also attending
our
way
the
and
Monday calls for scattered
BOWLERS TO MEET
some will be held at the Oaks
legal rhtoric
MEET
existing lines.
ATTEND
Mr. and Mrs. James
were
AFL-CIO
of
meeting
phrased,"
statements have been
showers in the east portion
Country Club on Sunday, SepThe telegrams said the counsels that would discuss
Boyd and J. D. Perkins of Louisville, formerly of
William
source added.
an
AFL-C10
p.m.
1:30
threugh Monday, with continued The Murray Women's Bowling
at
12,
tember
had
WKRECC proposes to obtain possible court action and
President Spiro T. All members are urged to sign Rayburn of the Murray Kiwanis Murray. Mr.and Mrs. Wilson
fani in the central and west Association will hold a special
the whether other actions such as Vice
from
three
the
of
their
financing
l
meeting
guests
supplementa
their
the
as
attended
Club
Miami
at
in a speech
portions. Continued mild with meeting Sunday, August 29, at z
up at the Oaks' Pro Shop or call
Utilities strikes might be undertaken Agnew,
Rural
Paris, Tenn., on children and Mrs. Wilson's
National
Beach, took Woodcock to tesk their entries in to Bill Seale, Klwanis Club at
highs in the upper 708 and 80e. p.m. at Corvette Lanes. All
Core
Finance
Cooperativ
evening.
mother.
Tuesday
legally.
program.
and
the
league
officers
505
interested
opposing
upper
and
60s.
the
for
Lows in
tournament chairman.
poration.
Auto Workers President Leobowlers are urged to attend.

Jaycee Country Music Show
Planned Friday, Fairgrounds

Members Of Shrine
Club Attend Meet
At Memphis, Tenn.

Car Fender Bent
After Returned

Luau Dinner-Dance
Planned Saturday

Two Car Collision
Is Investigated

Extended Debate Predicted In

Congress On Economic Program

RECC Loan
Is Approved

Phillip Darnell
Treated, Hospital

The Weather

Cost-Of-Living Council Answers More Questions On Wage-Price Freeze
mills at different prices and for prices and wages and the
sells to several
different President has asked that
customers?
dividends be voluntarily frozen.
A: The broker essentially
Wages
provides a service, since he
legally never takes title to the Q: What is the definition of
product. Therefore, he should "wages and 'lades?"
freeze his fee for this service.
If his fee is determined on the A: As used in the executive
basis of a percentage of the order, the term "wages and
value of the product shipment, salaries" inklInIes all forms of
this percentage is frozen at the reumuneration or inducement
same level as daring the month to employes by their employers, including but not limited
prior to Aug. 15, 1971.
and
Vacation
holiday
Q: How is income from family- to:
businesses affected by the payments; bonuses; layoff and
supplemental unemployment inA: Profits from family-owned surance benefits; night shift,
Q: Are state payments to
people disabled in job-related businesses are not subject to overtime, and other premiums;
workmen's the freeze. However, the employ& contributions to insuraccidents under
ance, savings, or other welfare
compensation laws subject to amount of income to family
members active in the manage- benefits; employer contributhe freeze?
ment of the business, if paid as tions to pension or annuity
A: No. These are not prices, a salary under an agreed funds; payments in kind, job
wages or rents
formula during the base period, prequisites, cost-of4iving allowQ: How is a broker to is frozen at the formula rate. It ances, expense accounts, comdetermine his freeze price when Is important to point out that missions, discounts, stock ophe buys from many different ceilings have been established tions, payments for deferred

WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Cost of Living council has
handed down another set of
questions and answers on the
wage-price-rent freeze, expanding its definition of wages to
include fringe benefits and even
expense accounts.
It also dealt with the prices
travel agents may charge for
overseas trips, with the wages
of Americans employed overseas and with shorter work
weeks. Here is a text of the
latest statement:
General

Imports
foreign hotel rates, restaurant A. Yes During the 90 da.,
be
may
customers
etc.
freeze,
costs,
meals, transportation
Q: Many businesses have a
He ,annot, however, raise charged in accordance with serious inventory problem due
prices on that part of the tour rate or price schedules esta- to the import surcharge. How
package relating to services in blished in the base period prior can such businesses pass on the
the United States nor can he to Aug. 15, 1971, but may not surcharge when they have
raise his markup for overhead increase charges applicable to thousands of different items in
school
and
and profit above that prevailing various categories of rates or inventory, with many new
Q: Are college
room and board rates eXempt during the base period. His prices set out in effective shipments arriving daily, and
records must clearly establish schedules.
from the freeze?
they'can pass on the surcharge
Rents
A: No. School and college that each increase meets this
Q: Can an employer reduce
on some items and not on
so
are
test, and if he cannot
the official work day from eight room,and board payments
others.
in
be
landlord
a
Would
Q:
If demonstrate, this exemption
hours to seven hours, and pay handled just like tuition.
of the freeze if he
violation
increase.
transacthe
his
to
after
substantial
apply
A: Where possible, surcharge
will not
there *ere
overtime beginning
attempted to evict a tenant for
period
base
the
non-surcharge items should
during
and
tions
hours?
seven
refusal to pay rent in excess of
A: No. Wages and salaries (confirmed by deposits), the Q: If quantity discounts are the ceiling rent applicable to be stored separately. Where
If offered, can customers who
this cannot be done, the
include all forms of compensa- increase may be charged.
his rental apartment or house?
wholesaler may elect to charge
tion including overtime. In- there was not a substantial purchase large volumes eligible
direct means to increase volume, the increase is not for the discount be charged the A: Yes. Section 10( A) of OEP the base period ceiling price for
above ieiling allowed
applicable higher price if it Economic Stablization Regula- each item that was in effect
compensation
reduces the amount of its tion No. 1 prohibits any prior to Aug. 15 1971, until a
rates are not permitted
Q: Can travel agents raise
purchases and thus falls into a practice which constiutes a quantity has been sold for each
abroad?
tours
on
Q: Can an employer iti( rease prices
quantity (higher price) means to obtain a' higher rent item equal to the quantity on
lower
raise
A: The travel agent can
the number of days allowed off
In other words, than that permitted under the hand prior to the arrival of
brakcet?
to the extent
for purposes such as funerals, prices on tours
prices be charged so long freeze. Therefore, such an items with a surcharge added.
may
foreign
of
costs
that the
etc.
structure on which eviction would consitute a He may then charge at the old
offered in the tour as the rate
A: No. This constitutes an services
is not changed? violation of the freeze.
based
rate plus the exact surcharge.
are
they
package are increased, i.e.,
increase in fringe benefits.

compensation, and all ottrr
"fringe" benefits In addition,
there may be no changes in
working conditions which result
in more pay per hour worked
(for example, a schedule which
shortens the workweek without
in
a proportionate decrease
pay.)

Q: Are Americans working
abroad for companies which
are incorporated in the United
States subject to the freeze?
A: Yes:
PrIces
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Hear Both Sides

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday. Aug. 26,
the 238th day of 197_
The moon is between its new
.
phase and first quarter.
stars are
.iew tenants in similar units?
morning
The
WASHINGTON (tie!) —'i'ne
A: No.
Saturn, Venus and Mercury.
questions and answers,
The evening stars are Mars, latest
by the Cost of Living,
issued
Jupiter and Mercury.
MENTAL
Those born o this day are Council, on how the wage-price
freeze will work:
HEALTH
under the sign of Virgo.
General
Scottish statesman Sir John
MATTERS
Buchan was born Aug. 26, 1875. Q: Are welfare payments
covered by the wage-price
On this day in history:
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
In 1883 the volcano of freeze?
Director
Krakatoa in the Netherlands A: No. Welfare payments are
National Institute
East Indies began erupting. not payments for services
of Mental Health
Before it subsided the following rendered and therefore are not
day, two-thirds of the island wages.
Wages
had been laid to waste and
Q: Are teachers who were
36,000 persons were dead.
Careers Training
In 1920 the 19th Amendment eligible to be paid over a 12, New
are
fact
in
but
period
month
to the Constitution went into
A new careers training proeffect, giving women the right being paid over a 10-month gram, designed to increase the
period eligible for a pay raise scope and effectiveness of comto vote.
health services,
In 1948 Mildred Elizabeth which was in effect in the munity mental
is being launched.
Gillars, known as "Axis Sally," school district before Aug. 15?
The program will aid state
was brought to the United ,A: Yes.
and local efforts to recruit and
a
institute
company
a
Can
Q:
States to face charges of
train the new types of personespionage and treason for profit sharing program, for nel needed to serve geographic
previously areas and population groups
wartime radio broadcasting for which it had
that have been neglected by traplanned, during the freeze?
Nazi Germany.
A: No. Fringe benefits cannot ditional mental health services.
In 1964 President Lyndon
The term of these workers,
be increased from the base
"New Careerists", will be
Johnson
and Sen. Hubert
period level during the freeze? broadly defined. It will include
Humphrey were selected to
Prices
individuals who will be trained
head the Democratic ticket.
Q: Are the prices of school to do new mental health jobs
lunches which are supported by such as outreach, or going out
and neighA thought for today: States- the Department of Agriculture into the communitywith people,
borhoods to work
man Sir John Buchan said, "We covered by the freeze?
and patient advocacy, or workA: Yes.
can only pay our debt to the
ers who will serve to help menrelies
industry
food
The
Q:
past by putting the future in
tal patients by representing
heavily on promotional dis- their interests and aiding them
debt to ourselves."
counts to encourage retailers to in various ways to get help durcarry a particular item. When ing their illness and the recovsuch discounts were offered in ery and rehabilitation period.
The program will also inthe month prior to Aug. 15, must
training of persons
they be continued through the volve the
for some of the kinds of work
entire freeze period?.
and jobs that have been previously considered to be the exA: The answer depends on clusive domain of more highly
the price at which substantial trained professionals, such as
transactions were made in the psychologists, social workers,
firm's normal marketing area
during the base period. If an pychiatric nurses, and psychiaitem was discounted to certain trists.
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
In other words, "New
retailers within a marketing
Copley News Service
area who had not previously Careerists" will become imporcarried the item while substan- tant members of the treatment
WASHINGTON — A group of freshmen senators i quietly at- tial transactions were also Learn in a variety of community
tempting to slip away from a time-honored dictum Of the upper being made to other retailers in and hovital settings, particularly in areas where mental
house that newcomers should be "seen and not heard.'!
the same marketing area at health st. ,ices are now in short
One of the first to make a pull at his bonds was Sen. Adlai
regular prices, the price can be supply.
Stevenson III, Democrat from Illinois, who led a floor effort in the
increased to the non-discounted
About one and a half million
Lockheed loan guarantee debate to require congressional
Otherwise, the discounts dollars has been earmarked
ratification of all future deals with the company. Stevenson, in his rate.
must be offered throughout the for the next year to support
first test of parliamentary skills, lost by a hefty margin.
this kind of training, which will
freeze.
all
-Stevenson got his feet wet and we
have to do it sometime,"
be administered by the Division
. .— of Manpower and Training
colleague remarked
Apparently also ready to make some unusual freshman noises is
Q: Will increases in rentals Programs of the National InstiOn Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas. Bentaen, who must share the Texas tied to family incomes at rates tute of Mental Health.
Grants vintifie awarded for
political limelight in The Senate with peppery Republican John established prior to Aug. 15,
Tower, has submitted a request to the rules and appropriations 1971, be permitted? State-aided carrying on the training to educornnuttees asking for more money to establish branch offices in and federal low-rent housing cational institutions, community
agencies, community mental
his home state.
programs mandate that rents health centers, and hospitals.
This effort, being kept under wraps by Bentsen until the ap- raise according to the income
This new program is part of
Ural:nate tune later in the 92nd Congress for approval of sup- of the individual.
our continuing effort to attack
freshmen,
Senate
other
by
spending,
backed
being
is
*mental
mental illness through the help
Including Jr)hn Thriney of California and James Buckley of New
A: Yes, as long as rates per of trained workers employed in
York.
given amount of family income a wide variety of mental health
Bentsen, apparently willing to take the impending criticisms of
activities. Manpower is in critically short supply, yet there are
empire building, says senators who represent states with more are not raised.
than 10 million population can't do their jobs adequately under the
Q: If a tenant's lease expires, rewarding and satisfying job
two-district rule now in effect.
can his rent be raised to the opportunities for young and old
If Bentsen gets his way, Democrat Tunney could get federal level which is being paid by in many fields of mental health
today.
funds to operate the office he opened recently in San Diego on his
own accord.
During their first six.months in office, the new senators had
played the game by the rules and kept quiet (Bentsen delivered his
a rii:!, Price Policy
RoteguNIe
first major floor speech on the same day that Stevenson's amendhad
others
with
dutifully
and
down
along
shot
ment was being
earned out such rituals as acting as presiding officer during early
Open 7 p.m. 8.1 p.m Sat. a Sun Admission
hours of Senate sessions when a half-dozen or so members are
normally on the floor.
The restlessness of the new senators affects both Democrats and
Republicans. Sources predict they will be the first to sign on when
the upper house is caught up again with arguments asking for
EGGstravaganza!
WHAT AN
changes in the seniority rules.

r4.

A leading advocate of all-out government
health care recently toured the United States in
behalf of his plan for National Health Insurance.
• Hearings were held in various parts of the
country. They provided a field day for
medicine's critics.
A nationwide tour by a Senator and a
Congressional Subcommittee in behalf of
government health care illustrated one of the
most serious obstacles to fair consideration of
any public issue today. Official "hearings" are a
source of news. They get prompt attention from
the press, and so-called "findings", derogatory
to an industry or profession, are hard for
"unofficial" private citizens to dispute. So it is
with the medical profession.
American's doctors of medicine are now
presenting their story through a series of
advertisements in national magazines and
major daily newspapers. The series covers a
wide range of subjects. Among other things, they
tell what doctors are doing to expand the base of
medical care within the traditional American
profession's
The
system.
medical
accomplishments are impressive.
For example, since 1962, America's doctors
have given medical schools $50 million to help
enlarge medical training facilities. In addition, in
e the last nine years, $48 million worth of medical
student loans have been guaranteed by
America's doctors—through the American
Medical Association. Right now, over 7,500
students are either in medical school or internresidency programs with the help of loans
guaranteed by the AMA. Thanks to governmentfinanced health programs such as medicare and
medicaid, demands for medical service have
outstripped the growth of medical care facilities.
Yet, progress is being made. Since 1960, the
population has increased 12 per cent in the
United States while the number of physicians has
increased 28 per cent.
These are facts that will not be heard on
nationwide stumping tours for a governmentmanaged, compulsory health program.
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Local Output For
Medicines Growing
The amount of money being of $49.12 per family in the United
spent by Calloway County States as a whole.
drugs—the
for
residents
Nationally, nearly $4 billion is
medicinal kind—is large and being spent per year for
growing larger.
prescription drugs alone, not
It is estimated that no less than including those dispensed to
$76.50 per family is being spent hospital patients. That is nearly
annually in local drug stores for four times as much as was spent
these pharmaceuticals, far more 10 years ago, according to the
than in earlier years.
Health Insurance Institute.
The bulk of it is for prescription
The increase is attributed to
drugs. The rest goes for such inflation, to the fact that there
over-the-counter items as are more
pharmaceutical
vitamins, cold remedies, nose products on the market and to the
drops, headache pills and other fact that the per capita use of
drugs that do not require drugs has gone up.
prescriptions.
-yGeriatrIts hastneett to do with
The load rise lath line with
observed in most areas of the the increased consumption, it is
country, according to reports by pointed out. Because people over
the U. S. PuLilic Health Service 65 use several times as many
medicines as voupger people do
and by industry -sources.
With respect to prescription and because the number of these
persons has been
drugs, more of them are being elderly
dispensed in the South, per rising rapidly, the demand for
person, than in any other section prescription drugs is greater.
of the country. In the North Calloway County families are
Central States, consumption is spending more than ever, also
for non-prescription drugs. The'
lowest.
annual outlay for these
County's
Calloway
In
geographical region, figures averages $19.60, it is estimated
show, the average family gets On that basis, the overall drug
plus nonabout 16 prescriptions filled per bill—prescription
year. The cost is approximately prescription—amounts to approximately $744,000 a year for
$56.90.
This compares with an average the local population.

Rotten Apples
In a special report, the magazine "National
Review" presents the results of a survey it
conducted among students at 12 representative
institutions of higher learning in the United
States. As these students graduate, "to take
their places as citizens," National Review asks,
"Along with their sheepskins, what spiritual and
ideological baggage will they take with them?"
According to the magazine's survey, "Three
fifths call themselves political liberals; fully 17
percent are self-proclaimed radicals.
Approximately half can't identify with either
member of our cherished two-party
system. . .almost half favor the socialization
of all basic industries, seven out of ten want their •
country unilaterally to suspend atomic weapons
development. . . .Given the alternatives of war
or surrender in a confrontation with the Soviet
Union, 54 per cent would have the United States
surrender."
A dozen sick universities don't make a sick
society, but like a dozen rotten apples in a barrel,
they can cause a lot of trouble.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIMES FILE

Mrs. Alma Chrisman, age 80, passed away August 24 at the
Murray Hospital.She esided at 313 North 6th Street.
Dr. Will Frank Steely spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. He defended the foreign policy of Roosevelt,
Truman, and Kennedy.
Josiah Darnall of the fine arts faculty, Murray State College, is
attending the Int*fin Board's meeting of the Music Educators
National Conference at Washington , D. C.
J. and Mrs. Charles Cochran of Napoleon, Ohio, are the
parents of a baby girl born August 21. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Headley Swift and Mrs. Virgil Cochran.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

New senators
are speaking up

ig

Walt Disney
A private poll, which reportedly originated with executives of the
Democratic National Committee, is being passed at-ours:I to some
liberal supporters of Eugene McCarthy's 1968 presidential bid.
The poll, aimed at cutting off substantial dips into the pockets of
liberal contributors by McCarthy, shows the former Minnesota
senator running poorly as a fourth party candidate. ( The poll,
among Democrats only, was based on an assumption that George
Wallace would again run for president.)
The figures show McCarthy's support at less than 10 per cent in
the East and dwindling considerably in other regions to vu-tually
zero in the South

* **************** * * *
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"Al R PORT'is a great film all the way!"
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MCINT"

by Carl Riblet Jr.
The public relations people, the public information officers and the press secretaries in the
federal government are mostly not the master
bellringers they profess to be for the reason that in
most cases it is the bell that swings the ringer.
"Publicity persons soon get
to believe their own lies."

A

66

sr

"Samson and Delilah" is showing at the Capitol Theatre.

Regular
Admission

. They Hunted the Biggest Game of All
... Man and Woman!

•
Joe Bailey has resigned as librarian and head of the library
Science Department at Murray State College to continue work
toward a doctorate in history and philosophy of education at
George Peabody College for teachers at Nashville, Tenn.
Ralph Everett Brausa is Murray's only harness maker, from a
feature story written by lochie Faye Hart.
Cpl. Ted Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Collie Barnett, and Pfc
Rupert Parks, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Parks, have been
visiting h here. They are stationed at Scott Field Air Base,

4
'

RED SKY IN THE MORNING

A

•

- Afternoon Show Sat. & Sun Only -

* Tonite thru Tues•ay

=DOUR•TIMES ETU

Wherefore are we counted as beasts, and reputed vile in your
sight?—Job 18:3.
There are some who live on a low plane and want nothing better,
but no one but ourselves can make us really vile Name calling
changes nothing.

pcbductions

TECHNICOLOR*

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

50
'1
Tonite thru Tuesday *

ROADS BLOCKED IN BOLIVIAN REVOLT—While deposed
President Juan Jose Torres holed up in the Peruvian
Embassy in La Paz, troops loyal to Bolivia's new president, right-wing Col. Hugo Banzer, block roads to enforce a state of emergency. Banzer, 45, had been in exile
in Argentina since failing in an earlier coup attempt.
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BURT LANCASTER • DEAN MARTIN
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Micke
No. 2 I
By FRED McMAT
UPISKPORTSWrit

No matter how hard 1
Mickey Lolieh always
be No. 2.
For five years the cra
hander toiled in the ski
Denny McLain as the
man on the Detroit
pitching staff, and now
has finally shaken that
he still finds himself
out second best to Oa
Vida Blue,
The 30-year-old Lolich
his 21st victory of the
and surpassed the 300pitched mark Wednesda
when he hurled the nip
6-2 victory over the Mi
Twins. It was his
consecutive complete ga
he struck out five to be
total to 253, which meal
now second to Blue in v
complete games and str
Lolich scattered eig
Wednesday night in ge
distance for the 22nd ti
season. He was tagget
two-run homer by :
Killebrew in the third
but Al Kaline's two-run
in the first and a
double by Bill Freehan
sixth got him all the I
needed.
In other AL games,

Renewec
Football

By DAVID MOFI
UPISIorts
PI)—Wril
ATLANTA'
renewed interest in Tul
ball down yonder in
leans where the battl
"The Year of the Gr
One."
The spark came on
and Saturday of the 19
when the Green Way
hadn't had a good yet
gridiron in two decad
Georgia (17-14); was f
a 7-4 campaign; then I
flames with a 17-3 Libi
victory over Colorado
True, Coach Jim
switched to Texas Chr
the arrival of Bennie
former Tulane quarter
assistant coach who dir
karisas State to a pei
ord, quickly revived

spirts.

Ellender found 37 1
including 14 starters, 8
ed, "We will have ar
football team."
Tulane lost only on
year's offensive back:
or, that was a big lo
was tailback David /
bie who gained 993 yal
than half of Tulane's
total.
With returning twill
terback Mike Waller
Bob Marshall and liar
Barrios and Maxie IA
three posts, Ellender
to go with a sophomo
back this fall. He's 1
bert, a 190-pounder I
flings, La.
Ellender thought (
Hebert, held out in 11
pulled hamstring aft(
the 1969 freshmen in r
switch LeBlanc from
where he was No. 2 li
the wing.
Tulane lost two st
the interior offensive
last year's No. 2 mo
Jim Thompson and g
Bertrand, moved up )
der foresees over-all
improvement.
"Depth could pose
in both our offensive
sive lines-and we will
Pr when most of our a
said Ellender. "But wo
quklutess going for
Tulane's pride and
defensive backfield.
lard, the Geenies'
didate for post-seas
and David Hebert ret
corners and Paul Ell
at safety. This threes
cepted 22 passes las
Ellis grabbing nine at
who also excels as
turner, getting eight.
Ellender, switching
.to a 5-2 defense and ii
pound senior Mike 1
offensive guard to tin
dle guard position,
sophomores starting
Mike Truax, a 195-I
at right end as forme
Joe Young :205) mo
left side of the lin
pound David Griene
"monster" post.
Although Tulane

lir
•
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New York Mets Down
Giants 5-1 Wednesday

Mickey Lolich Is Still
No. 2 Behind Vida Blue

his RBI
during the first three games of two runs and bring
By NEIL HERSHBERG
total to 109, tying his career
inning to
his
with
third
in
the
in
chipped
runs
series,
five
the
UPI Sports Writer
By FRED McMANE
more beat Chicago 6-3, Kansas
Bob high set with the Atlanta
take the lead for good. A twoThe soundess of Jerry Koos- 42nd home run and
UPISKPORTSWriter
Braves in 1964.
7-5,
was
Boston
Piniella
26th.
his
Lou
by
defeated
added
single
City
run
man's arm has been the big Robertson
Tom Haller drove in three
runs
five
in
batted
Milwaukee edged Cleveland 10- the big hit in the inning. losing
May
Lee
New
question mark for the
No matter how hard he tries,
runs with a sacrifice fly and a
two
and
homers
two
with
8, New York topped Oakland 4-2 pitcher Gary Peters belted a
York Mets' this season but the
Mickey Lolich always seems t
two-run homer and 20-year old
nipped three-run homer for Boston.
Washington
and
veteran left-hander proved too singles to lead the Reds to their Doyle Alexander won his fifth
be No. 2.
games.
14
in
victory
Ilth
California 54.
group,"
Ford
said
Dealer.
the
San
great a puzzle for the
For five years the crafty leftRegistration has begun for the
whipped
"Of course there is no body Francisco Giants to solve Rookie Ross Grimsley lasted game as the Dodgers
hander toiled in the shadow of
The Mets downed San FranBill Parsons helped his own 1971 Punt, Pass & Kick Coin- contact in PP&K. It's
Montreal.
ninth
his
get
to
eighth
the
into
punting,
Denny McLain as the No. 2 cisco 5-1, Cincinnati rapped cause by driving
two runs petition in the showroom of passing and place-kicking for Wednesday afternoon.
Haller tagged losing pitcher
five losses,
Koosman pitched a three- victory against
man on the Detroit Tigers' Chicago 9-4, San Diego blanked and notched his 11th victory Parker Ford,Inc., corner of Main
Steve Fteniw with his fifth
in
runs
Cubs'
the
all
up
giving
just
and
as
distance
accuracy,
hitter for his first victory in
pitching staff, and now that he Philadelphia 7-0, Los Angeles with the aid of relief help from and 7th Streets, in Murray.
the name says. First place two months and Ed Kranepool the inning before Clay Carroll homer in the fourth inning after
has finally shaken that stigma, beat Montreal 4-1, St. Louis John Morris and Ken Sanders
walk.
winners in each age group in our and Tommie Agee backed him relieved and picked up his 14th Willie Crawford drew a
and as the Brewers edged the
4-1
he still finds himself coming lefeated Houston
Clay Kirby walked to set up
save.
will
on
the
go
to
zone
competition
with home runs as New York
out second best to Oakland's 'ittsburgh routed Atlanta 13-8 Indians. Dave May contributed In making the anno
Southpaw Steve Carlton used one run, drove in another and
competition. And from there, top defeated the Giants 5-1.
Vida Blue.
n National League action.
a two-run homer to the James Parker, preside=
Torre's two-run double and blanked the Phillies on six hits
Joe
winners go on up the ladder
been
has
now
5-8,
Koosman,
The 30-year-old Lolich posted
Milwaukee attack.
dealership, said: "We're looking through district, area, division
Dave
Simmons' two-run homer in the Padres' win. Kirby, now
Ted
by
double
A two-run
bothered by arm trouble most
his 21st victory of the season
PP&K
local
big
a
to
forward
single
his 17th game as the 12-10, struck out nine as he
win
to
and national finals," he said.
and a two-run
of the season and last won a
and surpassed the 300-innings Johnson
Bobby Murcer drove in three competition in Murray on Oc"his year, the national finals game on June 26, when he beat Cards downed the Astros. Torre outdueled Billy Champion and
Etchebarren sparked a
Andy
by
pitched mark Wednesday night
and his 23rd tober 2. We hope all the boys 8-13 will be held at the
straight
Super Bowl the Montreal Expos. He pitched sliced a double down the left pitched the second
sixth inning that runs with a single
when he hurled the Tigers to a four-run
Yankees' years of age in this area will
in the
the
Padres
pace
to
the
for
shutout
homer
loaded
bases
the
llth
with
line
their
field
to
Game January 16, 1972. The
the Orioles
ball
6-2 victory over the Minnesota carried
Steve Kline went the come in to register and take finalists and their parents as 4 2-3 innings of hitless
In the third inning to drive in series.
in 14 games and triumph.
victory
before
rookie
the
Giants
against
Twins. It was his eighth
for New York to
Ford's guests will tour New Dave Kingman hit his fifth
Pat Dobson his 16th distance
consecutive complete game and brought
10th victory against
his
register
season.
enjoy a Banquet of homer of the year. Koosman
Orleans,
of the
triumph
PP&Kthat
out
pointed
he struck out five to boost hist
12 losses. Reggie Jackson hit Parker
of Champions celebration, and have walked two and struck out By United Press International
American League: Melton,
total to 253, which means he is
24th homer and Rick -throughout its six levels
his
Leading Batters
One of the key plays in the Monday belted his 15th for the competition-is free of any the chance to meet some of the eight, including Willie Mays
Chi 27; Cash, Det 26; Smith,
now second to Blue in victories,
in
top
and
players
coaches
National League
three times, as he lowered his
Bos 25; Jackson, Oak 24;
charge, and that a boy need only
complete games and strikeouts. Orioles' sixth was a sacrifice Athletics.
G. AB R. H. Pet. Murcer, NY 23.
his
have a parent or his guardian professional football. Naturally, ERA to 2.71.
Lolich scattered eight hits bunt by Frank Robinson,
runners Frank Howard highlighted a accompany him to the showroom we hope some of our Murray In other NL action Pittsburgh Torre, St.L 131 509 77 183 .360
Runs Batted In
Wednesday night in going the first since 1957. It put
PP&K winners will make it all routed Atlanta 13-6, St. Louis Bckrt, Chi
122 491 77 173 .352 National League: Stargell,
after four-run sixth inning rally with to register.
and
third,
and
second
on
distance for the 22rid time this
the way to the finals." Parker defeated Houston 4-1, Cincinnati Clmnt, Pit
108 432 71 145 .336 Pitt 111; Torre, St.L 109; H.
season. He was tagged for a Brooks Robinson walked to load a 506-foot homer as the
127 521 85 173 .332 Aaron, All 98; May, Cin and
came Senators rallied from behind to "Our competition here will said.
9-4, Los Garr, All
Chicago
downed
two-run homer by Harmon the bases, Johnson
beat the
Angels. McLain have 1st, 2nd and 3rd place The Ford Dealer further ex- Angeles whipped Montreal 4-1, Snglln, Pit 115 443 52 144 .325 Montanez, Phil 83.
Killebrew in the third inning, through with his double.
110 419 49 136 .325 American League: Killebrew,
five innings for trophies for boys in each of the plained that each boy upon and San Diego blanked Phi- Jones, NY
only
worked
but Al Kaline's two-run homer
Lance Clemons pitched 4 2-3
registering receives a free PP&K ladelphia 7-0.
115 402 78 130 .323 Minn 89; Murcer, NY 79; F.
HArn, All
in the first and a two-run innings of two-hit relief to help Washington but received credit six age groups, or 18 trophies in
Tips Book. In the 1971 edition, In the American League Brock, St.L 126 510 100 164 .322 Robinson, Bait and Bando, Oak
"Increasing
16
ninth
against
victory
said.
his
for
Parker
all,"
double by Bill Freehan in the Kansas City defeat Boston for
there are competition tips by
126 508 65 180 .315 77; Petrocelli, Bos 76.
Davis, LA
sixth got him all the runs he the Ilth consecutive time this losses. Jim Fregosi and John each boy's chance of wiiming is NFL stars Dave Lewis, John Baltimore downed Chicago 6-3,
122 499 65 155 .311
for the fact that he competes only
Detroit whipped Minnesota 6-2, Alou, St.L
homers
had
Stephenson
Pitching
needed.
season. The Royals spotted
Brodie, and Curt Knight plus all- Kansas City outslugged Boston
American League
age
own
his
in
California.
boys
other
against
National League: Jenkins,
In other AL games, Balti- Boston a 4-0 lead but rallied for
round suggestions from Coaches 7-5, Milwaukee tripped CleveG. AB R. H. Pct. Chi 20-10; Ellis, Pitt and
106 413 61 145 .351 Carlton, St.L 17-7; Downing, LA
}:}0.C.C.C.04=.0•C.0.04::042C of the Year Ron McCafferty and land 10-8, New York defeated Oliva, Min
Tom Landry. The Tips Book also Oakland 4-2 and Washington Murcer, NY 126 458 80 148 .323 15-8; Pappas, Chi 15-11.
includes complete PP&K rules edged California 5-4.
118 459 69 141 .307 American League: Blue, Oak
Otis, KC
and helpful conditioning exer- The Pirates broke on top with Toyer, Min 124 570 79 159 .306 22-6; Lolich, Det 21-9; Wood,
six runs with eight singles in Rtind, Bait 108 372 67 113 .304 Chi 17-10; Cuellar, Dobson and
:-=-mmmex:-=-=mmc-occ cises for contestants.
PP&K registrations will close the first inning and went on to Rojas, KC
115 414 56 124 .300 Palmer, Bait 16-6; Hunter, Oak
Major League Standings
at Parker Ford on October 1.
doA the Braves and maintain Rchdt, Chi 109 399 44 117 .293 16-11.
International
Press
United
reBy
long-standing
its
This is the 11th year PP&K has their five-game lead in the Horton, Det 114 435 862 127 .292
better over-all team in 1971 than overcome
National League
By DAVID MOFFIT
brought on
been sponsored by the Ford National League East.
Bufrd, Balt 104 384 88 112 .292 MELENDEZ WELL
Green Wave cruiting problem,
the
1970,
in
was
It
East
toughness,
UPI Sports Writer
109 393 47 114 .290 ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Luis MeDealers of America and the
May, Chi
to match mainly by academic
pressed
hard
be
may
W. L. Pet GB
ATLANTA (UPI)-There is
Wave stands
lendez, an outfielder with the
Home Rims
National Football League. In that The Pirates collected a
7-4 showing. Geor- and the Green
season's
last
77
55
.5833...
footcol- Pittsburgh
renewed interest in Tulane
time more than 7,000,000 boys season's high of 21 hits with
Notre ready to meet other major
National League: Stargell, St. Louis Cardinals, Wednesday
Carolina,
North
gia,
71 59 .546 5
ball down yonder in New Orlege teams on more even S. Louis
in PP&K, Roberto Clemente getting five Pitt 42; H. Aaron, All 38; May, was taken off the disabled list.
have taken part
69 59 .539 6
Chicago
leans where the battle cry is
terms.
and best and Milt May, Jackie Hernan- Cin 36; Johnson, Phil 28; Melendez went on the disabled
it
biggest
the
making
are
State
Louisiana
63 64 .496 111
2
/
"The Year of the Green Plus Dame and
Like Tulane publicist Bill Curl New York
youth activity of its kind in dez and Dave Cash three each. Williams, Atl and Robertson, list Aug. 2 after suffering a
road and Texas Tech
the
on
all
56 72 .438 19
Philadelphia
One."
torn hamstring muscle.
Willie Stargell, held in check Pitt 26.
America.
Tech, Sun Bowl op- points out ;
54 73 .425201,4
The spark came on the sec- and Georgia
on the schedule Montreal
teams
"Six
in
even
tough
be
will
West
ond Saturday of the 1970 season ponents,
went to bowls in 1970...but so
W. L. Pet. GB
a
be
when the Green Wave, which New Orleans.
that
Wouldn't
Tulane.
did
But the impOltant thing is
hadn't had a good year on the
habit?"
nice
have
to
appears
Tulane
San
76 6153
66 ;6861 6.;),
69
i
Angeles
Los Francisco
gridiron in two decades, upset that
68 66 .507 Pt
Atlanta
Georgia (17-14); was fanned by
65 67 .492 1142
Cincinnati
a 7-4 campaign; then burst into
63 67 .485 12
Houston
flames with a 17-3 Liberty Bowl
49 82 .37427
victory over colikicio.
San Diego
True, Coach Jim Pittman
Wednesday's Results
switched to Texas Christian but
Cincinnati 9 Chicago 4
the arrival of Bennie Ellender, NEW YORK (UPI)-The pre- he considers pro football no New York 5 San Francisco 1
former Tulane quarterback and season misfortunes of the New longer his thing.
Los Ang 4 Montreal 1, night
assistant coach who directed Ar- York Jets continue to grow.
Thompson, a 6-foot-4, 245- San Diego 7 Phila 0, night
kansas State to a perfect rec- First, it was wide receiver pounder
have Pitts 13 Atlanta 6, night
would
who
ord, quickly revived dampened George Sauer, who announced started this season, told the St. Louis 4 Houston 1, night
his retirement last winter on Jets Wednesday that he was Today's Probable Pitchers
spirts.
Ellender found 37 lettermen, ideological grounds and kept his quitting football because he (No games scheduled)
including 14 starters, and decid- word.
Friday's Games
"received a direction to do
Then, it was defensive end something else from the Lord." San Diego at Montreal, night
ed, "We will have an exciting
Verlon Biggs, who quarreled
football team."
Thompson, who sat out much Los Angls at New York, night
Tulane lost only one of lett with the front office over his of the 1970 season with rib, San Fran at Philadelphia, night
year's offensive backs. Howev-...contract, played out his option knee and shoulder injuries, had Atlanta at Chicago '
er, that was a big loss for he and signed with the Washington pondered retirement during the Cincinnati at St. Louis, night
was tailback David Abercrom- Redskins.
off-season but came to camp to Pittsburgh at Houston;night
Next, it was quarterback Joe see how he felt.
bie who gained 993 yards-Mor
American League
than half of Tulane's 11-game Namath, who suffered a knee "I wanted to confirm it in my
East
total.
injury in the first pre-season own mind," Thomspon said. "I
W. L. Pet. GB
With returning regulars-quar- game and will be lost to the wanted to play in a game to see Baltimore
78 45 .634 ...
terback Mike Waller, fullback tram for more than half the if that made a difference."
69 59 .539 11
Detroit
Bob Marshall and flaners Steve season.
Thompson played for the first
67 62 .519 14
1½Bostn
Barrios and Maxie LeBlanc-at And now, defensive tackle time since last season against New York
65 65 .500 1642
it
three posts, Ellender is willing Wee Thompson has called
54 73Washington
to go with a sophomore at tail- quits at the age of 26 because (Continued on Page Twelve)
78 391
Cleveland
back this fall. He's Ricky He-'
West
Jen190-pounder
from
bert, a
W. L. Pet: GB
nings, La.
82 47 .636 .
Oakland
Ellender thought enough of
67 60 528 1
Kansas City
Hebert, held out in 1970 with a
62 66 .483-49bi
Olicago
pulled hamstring after leading
70 .49 224142
1 69
57
6
Califor
the 1969 freshmen in rushing, to
.449
niata
Minneso
switch LeBlanc from tailback,
54 72 .429 26k4
Milwaukee
where he was No. 2 last fall, to
Wednesday's Results
the wing.
course.
Carolina
6 Chicago 3, night
Baltimore
North
)Tulane lost two starters off PINEHURST, N.
not sure about the Milw 10 Cleveland 8, night
"I'm
The
out
rang
voice
from
but
offensive
line
the interior
Palmer. "You Kansas City 7 Boston 5. night
...18 trophies to be awarded in our local
rnold format," said
last year's No. 2 men, center "Arnie's Army" as
play, but it's Detroit 6 Minnesota 2, night
match
playing
PP&K Competition
are
Jim Thompson and guard Earl Palmer walked away om the
tougher. You can't let up for a Wash 5 California 4, night
18th
the
only
"You'
green:
and
up
Ellenmoved
Bertrand,
You can win in our competition ... and if you keep on
second, or you are going to get New York 4 Oakland 2, night
der foresees over-all offensive one of the big three left."
winning, you can Punt, Pass and Kick your way to the
Today's Probable Pitchers
Palmer, smiling
broadly, left out."
improvement.
brainchild Washington (Bosman 10-13)
a
competition,
The
NFL Super Bowl Game in New Orleans, and compete
"Depth could pose a problem yelled: "It's the big 32 now."
Players atCalifornia (Murphy 6-13),
Tournament
PGA
of
The
"big
with Mom and Pad watching.
32"
competing in
in both our offensive and defenCommissioner Joe Dey, differs night.
sive lines.and we will be small- today's second round of the
Come in and register now with Mom, Dad, or your
from regular match play in Boston (Culp 13-12) at Kansas
er when most of our opponents," 2200,000 U.S. professional match
Get your free PP&K Tips Book with punting,
night.
guardian.
scored
being
scoring. Instead of
City (Wright 3-5),
said Ellender. "But we will have play championship does not
(Lockwood 8-10)
the
with
player
the
by
hoes,
Milwaukee
kicki.hg tips from pro stars plus complete
and
passing
include golfing superstarts Jack
qufekness going for us."
wins each at Cleveland (Colbert 3-4),
fewest strokes
details.
rules
and
Tulane's pride and joy is its Nicklaus or Gary Player,
match. In case of ties, a playoff night.
defensive backfield. Joe Bul- eliminated along with 30 others
is
held.
FUN FOR ALL-ALL FREE!
Chicago (Wood 17-9 , at
lard, the Geenies' leading can- in the first round of the
(Palmer 16-6), night.
find
another
to
wanted
you
If
Baltimore
HURRY-REGISTRATION ENDS OCTOBER 1!
didate for post-season honors, controversial new tournament.
Friday's Games
man with reservations about
and David Hebert return to the Nicklaus shot a three-underno
go
to
have
you'd
at Oakland, night
the
format,
Washington
69,
but
to
par
lost
out
lanky
corners and Paul Ellis is back
night
California.
His
Aaron.
Tommy
than
further
at
Boston
at safety. This threesome inter- Ray Floyd, winless in tour!iight
City.
Kansas
put
have
would
holes
after
18
at
68
York
New
cepted 22 passes last fall with nament play this year, whose
for second place Chicago at Detroit, night
tie
a
for
him
the
67
round
day.
of
was
best
Ellis grabbing nine and Bullard,
In medal play, but his opponent, Minnesota at Cleveland, night
who also excells as a punt re- Player ended the regulation Dave
Eichelberger also shot a Milw at Balt, 2, twi-night
round of 18 holes tied with
turner, getting eight.
68 and whipped Aaron by a
but
fell
76,
at
Blancas
Homero
Ellender, switching from a 4-4
stroke on the 19th hole.
CITED
•to a 5-2 defense and moving 210- by a stroke on the third hole of
Floyd, who had an eagle and PITCHER
playoff.
a
from
CITY. Okla.
Valls
Mike
pound senior
six birdies in ousting Nicklaus, OKLAHOMA Shifflett, veteroffensive guard to the new midNicklaus and Palmer had said afterward that he was so (DPI)-Garland
dle guard position, has two both lauded the return of match excited that he felt he was an Denver Bears' relief pitcher
sophomores starting on defense. play to the pro tour. But even playing in the championship Wednesday was namrsi the
Mike Truax, a 195-pounder, is Palmer was a bit apprehensive match. In an apparent warning, recipient of the Allie Re% nolds
701 Main Street
at right end as former right end about the format following the Nicklaus said later that in award as the pitcher whi, has
Joe Young :205) moves to the upsets, despite his own three- match play, a player has terlie done the most for his team in
Phone 753-5273
left side of the line and 190 stroke win over Bruce Devlin careful not to get too keyed up the American Association acmanapound David Griener won the with a four-under-par 68 on the for any match, lest he have a cording to the league's
Murray, Kentucky
gers.
"monster" post.
6,973 yard country club of slump later
a
be
may
Although Tulane

Punt, Pass, Kick Contest
Slated To Be October 2

Major League Leaders

Renewed Interest In Tulane
Football By New Orlean Fans

1.
Standings

Preseason Bad Luck Of
New York Jets Continues

BOYS 8-13
\NIN TROPHIES AND ENJOY THE THRILL
OF A LIFETIME IN THE 1971

PUNT,PASS&KICK
PETITION

Second Round Of
'Big 32' Left In
Match Play Today

SIGN UP AT OUR SHOWROOM
TODAY FOR PP&K!
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Miss Deborah Mabry Becomes The Bride Of Eleanor Diuguid Is
Medalist
Louie H. Greenfield In Ceremony At The Calloway
Eleanor Diuguid was the
medalist for the regular ladies
Murray
St. John's Episcopal Church,
day golf held at the Calloway

Pb... I53-11111 et 71.11-4547

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

oir4.4

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed 'Thomp4th Street,
son, 513 South
Murray,are the parents of a baby
County Ccotuitry Club on Wedboy, John Scott, weighing eight
nesday.
on
born
pounds five ounces,
Others named were Marilyn
Monday, August 23, at 11:20 a.m.
Paulk, poker hand, Alice PurCounty
-Calloway
Murray
the
at
dom, low on No. 4, and Nancy
Hospital.
Haverstock, "slowest to warm
They have two sons, Danny
up".
age eight, and Keith, age four
Betty Hunter was the hostess
at
employed
is
The father
for the day.
Garland's Used Cars.
The hostess for Wednesday
Mr. and
Grandparents are
September 1, will be Rebecca
Murray
of
Thompson
Edwin
Mrs.
Irvan. A potluck luncheon will be
and Mr.and Mrs. Chester York ol
served at noon.
By Abigail Van Buren
Hardin. Great grandparents are
Tidwell
Herman
Mrs.
and
DEAR ABBY: I am a 27-year-old divorcee with three Mr.
Mrs. Flora Schroader, all of
children. I am going with a 22-year-old fellow who wants to and
Murray Route Six, and Mr. and
marry me. He's a real sweet kid, just back from Viet Nam
Mrs. Chester Burkeen of Benton
and he doesn't know what the score is.
Route Four.
I prefer older men, but I've dated several, and the minute I mention marriage, they run like rabbits. I've decided to
Robert Kevin is the name
marry this kid, Abby, and as soon as we're married I'd chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Richard
The Baptist Women of the Elm
insist that he adopt my children so in case the marriage falls Taylor of Wingo Route Two for
Grove Baptist Church held its
apart he will have to support all of us.
their baby boy, weighing seven
regular mission study program
The Calaway County Homemakers secured the materials and
I realize this guy is too young for me, but I am only pounds fourteen ounces, born on
at the church on Wednesday, are making one hundred ditty bags to be filled by some of the
thinking of my children. Do you think it will work out?
Monday, August 23, at 4:23 p.m.
August 18, at seven-thirty Homemakers clubs and other organizations wishing to give to the
GEORGIA PEACH at the Murray-Calloway County
o'clock in the evening.
Vietnam soldiers. Mrs. Raymond Carter and Mrs. William B.
Mrs. Keys Keel was the leader Britton prepared the material for distribution to each club for
DEAR PEACH: Probably not. It's a cold business Hospital.
They also have two daughters
for the program on the theme, sewing. These will be made and returned to the Red Cross office
proposition whereby you are using marriage to trap a young
one son. The father is a
and
"Prayer: My Part In Our by September 15.
man into supporting you and your children. He won't be
teacher at Wingo High School.
Mission's Task". She was
young and immature all his life, and when be realizes that
by Mrs. Gary Wicker,
assisted
be has been used he will resent you and your children.
Mr. and Mrs. Louie H. Greenfield
Mrs. Milbry Thompson of
Mrs. Earl Lee, and Mrs. Wilbur
I know that life for a young divorcee with three children Thebes, 111., is the maternal
Weston.
is no breeze, but your chances for a successful marriage grandmother.
a corsage of white roses and
The names of the missionaries
Wedding vows were exchanged
would be far better if you started out with a more mature
daisies.
riltMabry and
having birthdays on August 18
by Miss Debo
were:
Dr.
guests
Out-of-town
i man who knew what the score was.
A baby boy, Mitchell Ray, Louie H. Gree
in the sancwere ready Mrs. Keel with Mrs. Harvey D. Puckett of Dexter
I
Mrs. Richard H. Graves and
weighing seven pounds five tuary of St.
's Episcopal and
PurdomW.assiter leading in has been a patient at the Western
;
•
DEAR ABBY: Having just read the letter from ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Church, Murray, at four o'clock sons. David, John and Paul, of prayer.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs.
I "HURT," I decided to write my first Deer Abby letter.
Donald Lee of Kirksey Route One in the afternoon on Sunday, Houston, Texas;
Other members present were
Corinth,
Richardson,
S.R
Miss Elizabeth Carol Lan•
Floy
The4ady was hurt because her husband told her that her on Monday, August M, at 7:44 August 8.
Mrs.
Charles Burkeen,
Rev. Robert L.
Mrs. Buell Tutt of Murray has raster and Michael Lillie Wilder
Mr. and Mrs. David Mrs.
body was ,"repulsive" because she had stretch marks on her p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Burchell, Campus Minister for Mississippi;
Thomas,
Mason
Mrs.
Caldwell,
been dismissed from the Western have chosen Saturday, August
Conley, Portsmouth, Ohio, Mrs.
stomach from numerous pregnancies, and her breasts County Hospital.
Mrs. George Cossey, Mrs. Harry Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
the University of Louisville,
Gene Sewell and Mrs. Beuthel
Donald
son,
28th, as their wedding date. The
another
have
Shekell.
They
Mzzie
and Mrs.
sagged from having nursed his babies.
performed the traditions
daughter, Janice, of Shekell,
ceremony will take place in the
Try, age 2ir: The father is self Eposcopal wedding ceremony. Church and
were Mrs. William
Visitors
I would hie to tell Hurt's husband that any changes a
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Tyler and
St Louis, Missouri Mr.and Mrs.
Chapel of the
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Gus Jones, Mrs. Virgil Fuller, Harris and Mrs. Strader with son, Ronnie, have returned home All Saints'
woman's body goes thru as a result of motherhood should be employed as a painter.
St. John the
of
Cathedral
Mrs.
and
Mr.
are
Grandparents
of
closing
Mabry,
the
leading
and Mrs. Robert J.
viewed with pride.
Beard, the latter
after vacationing in Daytona Evangelist
Arnold
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Spokane
in
Route
City
Calvert
Murray. Mr. Greenfield is the Misses Avis and Louise Graves, prayer.
My husband would have gladly tolerated stretch marks Robert Lee of
Beach, Florida. They also visited Vashington.
Rose
Fred
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Two
the
and
Hurt
James
Mrs.
of
son
and sagging breasts if I had been able to bear his children.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Coursey of
Betty Hawkins and
of Benton Route One. Great late Luther Greenfield of Mrs
Unfortunately, at 25 I had a hysterectomy and never had the
Dcala, Fla.
Pam.
daughter
Mrs.
and
Mr.
are
grandparents
Murray.
chance.
parties
The pre-nuptial
The bride-elect is the daughter
Clarence Elliott of Benton Route
Mrs. Leonard Whitmer, church
1,
We have two lovely adopted children, so please don't get
a
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Murle
of
Three, Mr. and Mrs. Noah organist, presented nuptial honoring the bride included
Mrs. Offie Dean Chadwick of Lancaster of 1107 Willingham
t the notion that I am complaining. I simply had to get this off
home of Mrs.
the
in
shower
Mrs.
and
Benton,
of
Bowerman
son,
!
selections from Purcell. Her
702 Broad Street, Murray, has Road,Florence, Ala., formerly of
my chest. Sign me. . .
Bobbs J Toon, with Mrs. David
BEAUTIFUL BUT BARREN
Hattie Rust of Paducah.
John Whitmer, assisted Rev.
The New Concord School returned home after being a Murray. She is a 1968 graduate of
Lickhart
Kathy
Miss
and
Padgett
Burchell as acolyte. The altar
DE sR BEAUTIFUL: Any animal can reproduce. True
Memphis,
;
as hostesses; a shower with seventh grade class held their patient at a hospital in
Vanderbilt University.
contained beautiful
"motherhood" Is In REARING children. And in my book.
vases
class election on Tuesday, August Tenn., for eleven days where she Mr. Wilder is the son of Mrs.
Ferrel
Ray,
Ronnie
Mesdames
Morris
Franklin
Mrs.
Mr. and
arrangements of white snapadopting a homeless child is more noble than bearing one.
underwent tests and x-rays.
Miller, Kelley Woods and Dan 24.
Thomas Carroll Wilder and
of Benton Route Three announce dragons, roses and daisies.
in
shower
a
hostesses;
as
Wyatt
late Dr. Wilder of Spokane,
birth of a baby girl, Kandis The bride, given in marriage
the
DEAR ABBY: I read about that poor woman who had
He is a 1968
Daneen, weighing seven pounds 4 by her father, was attired in a Bardwell with Misses Avis and Phillip Zacheretti was elected
Mrs. Sarah Rhodes Hinman Washington.
k birthed five children from her man, and now he tells her
ounces, born on Tuesday, floor length white gown of Louise Graves, Mrs. Betty as president with Roger Stub- and sons, Andy, Charles, and graduate of the University of
%
that her body is "repulsive" to him because her bust has
August 24, at 12:10 p.m. at the • • uante over satin. The empire Hawkins, Mrs. Guy Jones and blefield as the -viempresident.
Kelley,of Columbus, Miss., have Washington.
,fallen and her stomach has stretch marks.
Murray-Calloway Count"le • ce was acce4144 with pm- Wrs. Virgil Faller as hostesses ra
rettnised hente aessrementling the
I'm an old trapper, and believe me, I'd never discard a
tea
J'ules
in
M1-s:
the
of
home
Hoapitai.
groomand
mother
was
their
bride-elect
which
idered scalloping,
Both the
Other officers L'iire Ronny weekend with
• trap that is capable of catching game just because it got a
They have three sons, Ricky. repeated in three rows at the hem Harcourt, Murray, with Mrs. Stubblefield, secretary; Ronnie and grandmother, Mrs Christine elect are presently members of
little rusty.
Broach,
Beth
seven,
Johns
age twelve, Kevin, age
and outlined the deep, pointed Ellis Perr)', Miss
Gibson, treasurer; Linda Mc- Rhodes, and their aunt, Mid the Year V Class at The
Kindly convey my opinion to this dear lady; the fault is
and Tim, age four. The father is cuffs on long, full sleeves. The Mrs. Phillip Weydener, Mrs. Max
University School
and Mayme Whitnell.
Webb
Hopkins
Pat
reporter;
Cuiston,
not hers I opine her man has just run out of bait.
employed at the General Tire elbow-lenrigth wedding veil of Weaver, and Mrs. Ray BrownMedicine.
Tony McClure,sergeant-at-arms.
PETER W. IN PHOENIX
and Rubber Company, Mayfield. silk illusion was fashioned with a field assisting Mrs. Harcourt as
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. lace petal cap, highlighted with hostesses; a dinner given at the
s ILA a sio s.sUi, saps
Joe Morris of Benton and Mr. center stamens of pearls and Holiday Inn by Dr. and Mrs.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO TIME TO WASTE" IN
LYNCHBURG, VA.: When a man warns a woman "sot to
and Mrs. Hershel Jones od brilliants.
Her bouquet was Richard H. Graves and Dr. and
C.S. Lowry; a coke party
get serious" because he doesn't want to hurt her, he's
Benton Route Five.
made of white daisies and roses, Mrs.
in her home by Miss Donna
given
nasally trying to protect himself against HIS getting too
pearls
accented with
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Greer of The bride's attendants were Jones.
serious, and being taken seriously.
Murray Route Four are the Mrs. David Padgett and Mrs.
What's year problem? You'll feel better II you get It of/
parents of a baby boy, Bruce Charles Baker.
They wore
, year chest. Write t• ABBY, Bios 01760, Los Angeles, Cal.
Warren, weighing seven pounds identically fashioned empire
NMI. For a permute] reply enclose stamped. addressed
five ounces, born on Monday, style floor-length dresses of
revei•pe.
August 23, at 11:42 p.m. at the
polyester dotted swiss, one a
Murray-Calloway County garden green, the other daffodil
Hospital.
Foe Abby's new booklet. -What Teen-Agers Want to
yellow, chosen colors of the
A miscellaneous shower wa.
They have another son, Chris, bride.Their costumes were
kaisw." seed Si to Abby. Boa Ma, Los kageles, Cal. 90089.
age four, and a daughter, Huffy. completed by picture hats with given in honor of Miss Joy Swann
age two. The father is self em- dreamers matching the gowns. bride-elect, at her home recently
with Mrs. Richard Stone, Mrs
ployed as a carpenter.
They carried bouquets of yellow
Tommy Williams, Mrs. Mickey
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. daisies.
INVITES YOU TO AN
Pierce, and Mrs. Gary McCoil as
James Greer d'f Lima, Ohio, and
The groom chose Keith Curd to
hostesses.
the
of
Maddox
Bennie
Mr. and Mrs.
be his best man, and Jan Dalton
Swann selected to wear a
a455 or Mrs. Bob Billington at 753- Murray Route Four.
as groomsman. Phillip Mabry. Miss
printed floor length
brown
Thursday, August 21
1799.
bride,
the
and
of
Pat
brother
She was
The Thursday Couples Mixed
Traci Dianne is the name Elkins, cousin of the groom, peasant dress.
presented a corsage of white
fliowling League will meet at The Murray State University chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Terry acted as ushers.
OF
,e)rvette Lanes at 7:30 p.. Please Women's Society will .have a Green on Benton Route Three for Miss Mary Matarazzo kept the carnations. Her mother. Mrs
*end or call Helen Hargrove at "Newcomers' Coffee" in the their baby girl, weighing seven guest register.
Aarvin Lynn Swann, was also
13-5014 if interested.
2 ounces, born on For her daughter's wedding. presented a carnation corsage.
1
area of the home pounds 8/
social
economics department of the Tuesday, August 24, at 2:07 a.m. Mrs. Mabry chose a beige dress Autumn colors were used for
:The Wranglers Riding Club will Applied Science building
at at the Murray-Calloway County of lacy double knit, with topa7 the floral decorations fo mixed
and for the
Flold its regular monthly business Murray State at ten a.m. All Hospital.
accessories. Her corsage was a chrysanthemums
rheet at the club at seven p.m. offficers, committee chinen, The new father is employed at green dium orchid. Mrs. Hurt. cake and punch.
her gifts, Miss
and the membership corrunittee Airco Alloys, Calvert City.
mother of the groom, chose to After opening
Friday, August 27
are urged to attend and meet the Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. wear a violet knit dress with Swann was given an Early
The Murray-Calloway County new women faculty members, Raymond Green of Benton Route matching accessories, and was American wall clock by the
lenior Citizens Club will meet at new women of the staff, and Three and Mr. and Mrs. Robert presented with a pink cymbidium hostesses.
tile First United Methodist wives of the new faculty mem- Henson of Benton Route Five. orchid corsage.
Those attending the shower
Church at five p.m. to go in cars bers.
Great grandparents are Mr.-and
A yellow cymbidiurn orchid sere
bridea)see "Rameses" at the KenLske
Mrs. Jake Smith of Benton Route corsage was presented to the close friends of the the
Amphitheatre. Each one is to
Three and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert grandmother of the bride, Mrs. elect.
Monday, August 30
REFRESHMENTS
DOOR PRIZES
tiring a sack lunch and the group The Homemakers Training Henson of Benton Route Four. W.B. Graves, who wore a dress of
will eat at the park pavilion meeting on "Pollution" will be
off-white double knit.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
before attending the play.
COURT SQUARE
taught by Mrs. Maxine Griffin at
The reception, hosted by the
•
bride's parents, followed at the
en a.m. at the Murray Ex• The Wranglers Riding Club will
Murray Woman's Club House.
tension Assembly Room.
Ode darting at seven p.m. with a
Serving at the bride's table
ssevent being the Pony
el
were Mesdames Ronnie Ray,
Tuesday, August 31
Ferrel Miller, Kelley Woods, and
The "Time Saving Gadget"
:•
Dan Wyatt, sisters of the groom.
Sewing class will be taught at the
Saturday. August 28
The table was lovely with an
Assembly
Extension
Murray
'The buses for the Park League
imported lace and embroidered
12 noon
to
a.m.
ten
from
Room
ipalplayers will leave the Park
linen cloth, centered with an
4,eague field at eleven a.m to go
arrangement of yellow snapSewing Class and
Lingerie
The
baseball
game
Louis
la the St.
dragons and daisies, accented
will be taught by
Each child is to furnish money for lemonstration
with green carnations, in a silver
Mrs. Catherine Thompson at the
Ns own eats and drinks Wayne
bowl rimmed with large crystal
Murray Extension Assembly
the
of
league.
president
is
Wilson
tears, flaked by green tapers in MISSING PERSON — St.
Room from 1';30 to 3:30 p.m.
silver candle holders. The three- Louis authorities launched
The annual Molokia Luau will
tiered wedding cake was gar- ;i search for well-to-do
lie held for the adults of the
nished with an arrangement of Mrs. SOPS, Lucas (above),
Summer Staple
Calloway County Country (let;
summer
flowers.
a
are
fresh
Blueberries
missing since Aug. 18. Mrs.
:0)
with the catered dinner at 6
CAMPUS-ORIENTED - The
fruit staple. Look for berries
Decorative green and yellow Lucas, 36, is wife of Lawp.m. and the dancing starting at with dark color and a silvery
blazer suit blooms out in rice bags were distributed to the
•
ence H. Lucas, sheet metal
•
line p.m. with the Top Five bloom. This bloom is a natuprinted cotton corduroy over guests by little Miss Elizabeth firm president. A friend
S
Reserral, protective waxy coating.
hirnishing the music
solid wide wales. In Cromp- Hendon and Master Paul Graves,
shopping
a
in
her
saw
who
rations should be made by Select berries that are
ton's purple and black cordu- relatives of the bride.
center the day she disaproy, it's a junior fashion by
Friday noon, August 27, by plump, firm, uniform in size
For traveling, the bride chose peared said she "appeared
and
free
and
stems
from
7S3
at
Austin
Youth Guild.
calling Mrs. Clegg
an apricot lath pant suit and wore lo be in a dazed condition."
leaves.
•

A cold marriage
won't work out

Mrs. Keys Keel Is
Leader Of Program
At Women's Meet

*P44owais,\\

1

Miss Lancaster And
Michael L. Wilder
To Marry Saturday

/

Phillip Zacheretti
Is Class President

Miss Joy Swann Is
Honored At Shower
Held Recently

GIRL'S
SATIN F

Pink, blue,
lace trimmi
Sizes 2-It
*

LADI

Slight irregular'
Assorted styles,
and sizes.

LITTLETON'S

'Tkp. gappg

e,ffo-{E Stakt#

M=:"1

INFORMAL MODELING
NEW FALL FASHIONS
SUNDAY, AUGUST 29th
2:00 - 5:00 P. M.

V

k

Fashional
colors. Polye

Reg. '3.4

MEN

POPULAR SLIF
STYLE

Cushion Sole
Assorted Style

$3

of
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Shop ROSES in the Central Shopping
Center for all your back to school needs!
— Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
1 to 6 p.m. Sundays

KIN V

ARE RINGING

1110

*
IS

PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN., AUGUST 26-27-28-29

100% POLYESTER

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNIT

RIBBED
SLACKS
Girls will love the styling and
moms will like the easy care.
Beautiful fall colors.
Sizes 7 to 14.

PANT SUITS

SKIRT &
SWEATER SET

GIRL'S NYLON
SATIN PANTIES

Snappy plaid skirt of
100% Acrylic bonded to
100% Nylon, is topped by
a casual sweater with long
sleeves. Turtle neck.

P R.

* SPECIAL PURCHASE *

LADIES DRESSES

LADIES
DRESSES

Slight irregulars. These are really good buys!
$.3
Assorted styles, colors
and sizes.
84

Straight and Flare Leg Style
Solids and stripes. A style to
suit just about any man.
Most are permanent press.

LADIES
PANTIES

Reg. '1.12

96;

Asstd. COLORS
3 to Pkg.
Sizes 5-10

PERS
INFANT'S SLEE
Assorted colors and
Footed snap-on pants.
prints. Sizes 0-3.

LADIES

Reg. 11.96 pr.

SWEATERS

2PR$296

Soft, fluffy sweaters in
100% Turbo Orlon Acrylic.
Lovely pastel colors.
Sizes 32-40.

The newest in shirtwaist
dresses. Dacron & Cotton
Poplin. Top stitched in white,
navy, brown or red.
2. Roll or long
/
Sizes 10-181
sleeve.

MEN'S SLACKS

$299

Hand Washable
r 70% Estron Acetate
-30% Nylon Bonded to
100% Estron Acetate
2
/
Sizes 12-221

These sets come in several
lovely colors. Set is machine
washable.

Pink, blue, White
lace trimmed.
Sizes 2-10

Sizes 32-38.

$488

$992

0)

Beautiful fashion prints in
long sleeve style. Ideal pant
tops. Match with solid pants
for a real great look!

Swing into Fall with one
of these smart new pant suits.
Stripe top has tie belt Solid
color slacks have the new flare
leg.
Compare At '7"

$234

9

LADIES
BLOUSES

LADIES

LADIES

BOY'S
Regular '1.92

$599

BOXER JEANS
100% Cotton. Machine
washable and dryable.
Assorted colors. Sizes 3-6X

$ 1 00

Ideal for Fall and Early Winter.

Reg. '1.12

$694
MEN'S SHIRTS

ciekt&S
ROAST BEEF
& GRAVY

Long Sleeves
Fashionable stripes in the latest
colors. Polyester and cotton blend.

=MP

POPULAR SLIP-ON
STYLE
Cushion Sole
Assorted Styles

Gleem II

Assorted colors, striped.
Limited quantities.

Reg. '1.17

82;

Aug. 26-27-28

BOY'S SPENCER
UNDERWEAR /

COTTON BALLS
For cosmetic use
and baby care.

H Size
TOOT3-0z.
PASTE

7;

117

SHIRTS
KNIT
Short Sleeve Style

CUR ITY

Flouride Formula
Special Brightener

Reg. 57'
$1176
Pair

BOY'S

CHOICE OF 2 VEGETABLES
HOT ROLLS - BUTTER
COFFEE or ICED TEA 0.

Reg. '3.44

MEN'S CASUAL SHOES

82

1 ETTE
:
a-L1
HEON
":Q-gai
ROSE'S LUNC

• 4.
4111P
COttOn

oballs

Tee shirts or shorts in 100%
combed cotton. Snowy white.
3 to a Pkg.

Reg. 89,

t-

Sizes 2-16 $1
45
Pkg.

.
A.

04.
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Wall was
BERLIN WALL CRACKING AFTER A DECADE—Ten years after the Berlin
pouring into
erected (top) by East Germany to dam the flood of East Germans
the
West Berlin, a tentative Big Four agreement may ease the tension. Through
photo
recent
the
in
shown
as
stronger,
and
wider
higher,
years the wall was built
(lower) of the Brandenburg Gate.

So says the YA•••

DR. KILDARE
by Kan Bald

• ;,- '-

,

•

Missionaries won't take
no for answer in Congo

Federal State Market News
Service Aug. 25, Wednesday
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market report includes 9 buying
stations
Receipts: Act. 872 Est. 000
By FRANK MACOMBER
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents lower
Copley News Service
Sows steady to 25 lower.
US 1-3 200-230 lba., 18.00-18.50
What, you may well ask, has
US2-4 190-240 lbs., 17.75-18.00
oecome of the American misUS 1-2
sionary over the years since the
US 2-4 190-240 lbs.,
government began sending
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.25-17.75
Peace Corps emissaries
US 3-4 260.280 lbs., 16.75-17.25
abroad?
Sows
He is, it is encouraging to reUS 1-2 274-350 lbs., 15.00-15.50
port, still very much a part of
14.00-15.00
lbs.,
US 1-3 300-650
Americana in the underdeUS 2-3450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00 few veloped nations of the world.
down to 12.
The church prescribed the role
Boars 10.00 to 11.50 mostly 11.00- of the missionary — to carry
11.50.
theford of God to distant lands
—generations before President
John F. Kennedy established
the Peace Corps in March, 1961,
to help needy foreign countries
develop skilled manpower.
Take Robert Kroeker and his
attractive wife, Wanda. They
are not characters out of a
movie from the mid-1930s,
when it was fashionable to
chronicle the events which befell U.S. missionaries in darkest Africa.
The Kroekers are real-life
missionaries serving with the
Mennonite Brethren Church's
Board of Missions and Services, Hillsboro, Kan. So are
their three children, Gordon,
Chene and Cyndi.
HUNTED — California au- The Kroekers, Gordon and
thorities issued an allCyndi
will soon leave their San
Stephen
for
points bulletin
Mitchell Bingham (above), Joaquin Valley, Calif., home
for faraway Kinshasa in the
the last person to visit
Republic of the Congo. Cherie
George Jackson in San
will stay behind to attend the
before
Prison
Quentin
Bible Institute at
Columbia
Jackson whipped out a gun
Clearbrook, B.C., Canada.
and began an escape atKinshasa formerly was
tempt that led to his own
Leopoldville, capital of the Belfive
of
death
the
and
death
gian Congo. The government
others. Bingham, 29, an atchanged
the name after the
torney, is the grandson of long and bloody years of
rebelthe late Hiram Bingham, a lion and civil war which
Connecticut governor and wracked the country from 1960
U.S. senator.
inul 1967 as it emerged pain-

1, PLEASE GtVE YOUR V.A.CLINIC AT
LEAST 2444OURS NOD
,
'IF YOU HAVE TO WEAK
N•lt")
YOUR MEDICAL
•
-.

APPOINTMENT. THIS
WILL ALLOW VA. TO
SCHEDULE ANOTHER
VETERAN.

GOOD NEWS TODAY

4

,
A

fully from the role of a Belgian
colony to an independent nation.
The Kroekers will be making
their second pilgrimage to the
Congo, this time for a threeyear stay.
They were forced to cut short
their first assignment during
the Congolese rebellion, leaving so hurriedly that most of
their belongings were left behind, Kroeker recalls.
Why the second tour, at great
tion
personal sacrifice, to a
still considered hostile to the
white man in many regions?
"We think there is still mucl,
work to be done in the Congo
among a people that as yet
know little of the Christian religion, but whom we believe will
accept the word of God in
time," Kroeker explains. "The
missionary in the Congo has a
second assignment, too. That is
to persuade the Congolese that
to embrace communism would
mean their eventual downfall.
So our job really is to teach and
persuade the Congolese to accept' the Lord and reject the
Communist doctrine. The Communists are seeking a foothold
in the Congo. It is a challenging
assignment for the whole family."
The Kroekers are sacrificing
personal gain and three years
away from relatives and
friends to journey again to the
Congo. They don't speak of
their assignment, however, in
those terms. They talk only of
what they hope to do to make
Christ live in the hearts of the
Congolese.
For that is the `way of the
missionary.

TOO MUCH MONEY
FROZEN GRASS
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI)— ST. BERNARD, Ohio (UPI)—
Officials at the regional Office This Cincinnati suburb has a
of Emergency Preparedness financial problem—too much
report that they recieved a money.
long-distance phone call Mon- Mayor Charles Young reday night complaining that the vealed Tuesday that tax revprice of marijuana had risen enues were "rapidly approach00 per pound despite President ing the point of saturation in
excess funds."
on's,. wage-Price freeze..
Spokesman Jelin L. Makey '"I think we should return
says "he said that at that price some of the unneeded money to
he would have to turn to Hard he citizens," said young,
stuff and he didn't want to."
proposing a cut in both
property and earnings taxes.
Don't hesitate to let the other The community is home to
driver go even though you have ,000 residents and some huge
the right of way. A wrong move and highly taxed Proctor &
Gamble Manufacturing facilicould make you dead right.
ties.

*

*

to benefit the man left behind
on earth.
It is an entirely new antifogging formula used for the first
time by the Apollo 15 astronauts. Space officials say the
inexpensive compound, though
developed for space flight conditions, will be used to prevent
fogging on automobile windshields and for motorcycle,
diving and firemen's helmet
visors.
It is also effective, they add,

on plastic, aluminum and other
reflective surfaces requiring a
fog-free state.
The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration has
applied for a patent on the composition and will grant nonexclusive, royalty-free licenses
for its commercial use.
The coating is prepared from
35 parts commercial liquid detergent, five parts deionized
water and four parts siliconebased oil. Components are
combined and shaken until the
mixture is emulsified.
For transparent surfaces,
two thin coatings are applied
Once dried, the surface can be
buffed with a lint-free cloth.
The compound has been used
successfully for five hstirs or
such
resisting
longer,
metabolic conditions as breathing and body heat.

which has pointed to medical
science and other "spinoffs" to
defend the money it spends on
trips to the moon, claims another significant breakthrough

7t
As

•/
eldli.
t
111J ,
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-€1-497o KING FEA-n.IRES

sramc.A-rE imc. —
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For information, contact the nearest VA office (check
' your phone book 1 or write Veterans Administration.
232X, 810 Vermont Ave . NW. Washington. D.C. 20420

LOURDES MIRACLE—Three
years ago Frances Burns, 6,
Glasgow, Scotland, was so
ill with cancer that doctors
gave her only a few days
to live. Soon she may be
declared a "living miracle."
Her parents took her to
Lourdes and bathed her
twice daily in the waters of
the Lourdes Well. Today
(above) she shows no
traces of cancer.

MAJOR
OF RN
NEAR H(
TRAIL E
SPOTTI

PON(
-CRAR
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‘
KOMPONO
SOFAV

OUAN
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And we've gotit.
Hatcher Auto Sales
515 S. 12th

Phone 753-4961

Manurecturer's suggested retail price $2150.
Freight, dealer preparation, options and tease extra.

IfirgOglit.12

Crossword Pt
ACROSS
1 Pigpen
4 Hebrew month
6 Domesticated
1 Dairy product
13
Football town
15 Faroe Islands
•whirhvind
1106 Bishop's
headdress
18 City Nevada
19 Afternoon
party
21 Antlered
animal
22

5 Clim
spec.
OoPC
6 Ratsi
of tu
7 Man'
nick
8 Simg
9 Occi.
10 Lair
12 Prim
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14 Nefp
17 Lam
20 Ingu
24 Rive
25 gQ

23
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tI

SOUTH VIET
INFANTE TRAIN
KILL 142 FOES
IN ALL-INONT
DMZ BATTLE

VR4G

flieot1dul
\s

HOLLYWOOD(UPI
ducer Paul Monash I
chased screen rights It
cult novel, `The E:
now on best seller lists.

The editorsof Road &Track.

11011 ill Ingress.

If

Skidding accidents cat
deaths yearly. So, knot
to control a skid can 1
saver. Never jam on thi
or step down on the acc
The most effective we
regaining control are Sti
the direction of the s
stabbing the brakes.

"TheToyota Corona
is the bestsedan
sold intheU.S.
under $2200"

*

The federal space agency,

PAGE SEVEN

29
the stars
30
26 Flap
32
29 Funny story
31 Command to
36
cat
37
33 Pronoun
for
Symbol
34
silver
35 Priest's
vestment
38 Greek letter
39 Babylonian
deity
40 Prefix: not
41 Told falsehood
43 Lease
45 Meadow
47 Sun shade
50 Sun god
52 Repulsive
53 Encountered
56 Son of Adam
58 Heroic events
60 Artificial
language
61 Shooting star
63 Reach
65 College4officials
66 Steamship
(abbr.)
67 Label

P,
is,

Mon
frit
root
Brin
In&
mar

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Highlander
Old pronoun
Old pronoun
Stage whisper •

HOUSE PAINT

4
1
/

MFG. SUCCES TED PRICE $8.49

Action People Use The SALES

PRICE
WANT ADS
READ the WANT ADS
L

Murray. Kentucky 42071

GALLON

ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

•1-('oat Covers any color
• Whitest Outside Paint you can buy
• Formulated to "Breathe"
-Dries in minutes
-Clean up v‘ith soap&%vater

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.

,

\
ER

(100%

98

g

Phone 753-1916

208 E. Main St

Phone 753-3361

11)Ine in tiKlal Save up lo 91)%
•9

Speciall} selected groupings for every room.
Here's a real dream of a sale, and it's going on right now! Our fabulous summer
spectacular of Ethan Allen American Traditional furniture and accessories. A sale so
exciting you'll hardly beLeve the values. So don't wait. Come down now and see
exciting reductions on a special selection of bedrooms, living rooms, dining rooms,
teen and den furniture,and much more. When you come in, ask for your free 358 page
decorating idea book, the Ethan Allen Treasury.

EthanAllen
%%Walt a•ki TaisplrIONAL INTRRIONs

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS CO.

The carriage House
Free Delivery ... credit terms arranged..
114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.

WIGHTMAN CH
schoolgirl, of Fe
smiles after din,
the tennis matc
Britain's Virgini
advantage in

9;:
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Skidding accidents cause 10,000
deaths yearly. So, knowing how
to control a skid can be a life
saver. Never jam on the brakes
or step down on the accelerator.
The most effective ways of r
regaining control are steering in
the direction of the skid and
stabbing the brakes.

CAPITAL IDEAS

Acheson is delightful
or stinging never boring

HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Producer Paul Monash has purchased screen rights to the occult novel, "The Exorcist,"
now on best seller lists.

self-belted. There are tunics, crew styles, sleeveless
If-neck models to wear over
other sweaters or shirts
Patterns include zig-zags,
herringbones, stripes and
plenty of solids.

Man-on-campus offered variety

By RAY MeHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - A lot of

Harry Truman rubbed oft on tives and Republicans. He was
denounced as the man who
Dean Acheson.
be fewer placed South Korea outside the
There may
-damns" or -hells" in the American defense perimeter in
vocabulary of the 72-year-old Asia and thus encouraged the
former secretary of state, but Korean War. He was attacked
NORTH
his viewpoint of men and af- for his alleged role in the loss of
x
VIETNAM
fairs is just as blunt, just as mainland China, to cornLAO
murusm. His unbridled disgust
crusty.
SOUTH VIET
ROUNDUP
President
boss,
with the tactics of the late Sen.
old
his
Like
INFANTRYMEN
D
KILL 141 FOES
Truman, Acheson has ex- Joseph McCarthy, R-Wis., inFliEBASE FUUM
IN ALL-NIGHT
SEPONE
FIRE BASE SAROE
hibit,ed a flair for plain talk. It furiated anti-Communists.
DMZ BATTLE
Old conservative critics now
d. A 514A-6
delights or infuriates WashingAcheson's every stateThe
cheer
bores.
never
it
but
ton,
1110 U.S. 'COITUS
DA HANG
UFT ARTILLERY
words have a piercing quality ment and wonder why "comOUT OF THE KEY
that brings screams of pain mon sense came so late." BUt
FIRE SASE SARGE
from some Democrats reminis- Acheson shows no more
AtARTATe4
•/
/
\ISO !MC, cent of those Truman used to patience with them. Its critics
SA
0.
extract from -those do-nothing of 1949-1953 "simply didn't pay
attention," he says. And, as if
is OAK TO
Republicans."
MAJOR BUILDUP
OF RED SUPPLIES
In a recent appearance on to prove that he really hasn't
KONTUM
71
1 NEAR HO CHI MINK ivskE- 1.1
* AN NHON
Capitol Hill, in a British televi- changed, Acheson included in
TRAIL ENTRANCES
sion interview and in letters to his BBC interview a blistering
SPOTTED BY U.S.
RECON FLIGHTS
PHU CAT
of leading newspapers, attack on Sen. McCarthy, deeditors
AMOK
\\
Ne,
,
51
\
\
\\
Acheson has been caustic in the scribing him as "a thoroughly
\k7T,
bad man ... a horrid little creaextreme.
NHC:14
Fiehas said that the late John ture... underhanded, mean ...
F. Kennedy, was "really out of a slimy little rodent.,.."
His elite Yale air and his
his depth" in the presidency.
PIMA TRANGI
He has accused the late Robert fastidious Bond Street appearSOUTH
au* ,
F. Kennedy of bringing "high ance always led critics to decitAtit
PLUM
VIETNAM
school thinking" to the 1962 scribe Acheson as haughty or
CAN'
VG
Cuban missile crisis. He has snobbish. No political cartoonRANH,„„
7
TAY 11.4,1
BAY
defended President Nixon's ist of his day would dare depict
•CAA 101'ROA
,i\I
PHAN
1111181IN
conduct of foreign policy. He him in anything but elegant atRANG
has jousted with Sen. J. Wil- tire.
'•
)0
But he always was aligned
liam Fultdright, D-Ark., chairman of the Foreign Relations with the liberal bloc of the
LONG
eN
Committee. He has chuckled Democratic Party.
IKONPONG
CAN
Some Democrats whisper
SOMv
approvingly of Vice President
Spiro Agnew. He has verbally that the -new" Acheson is a
SOC.
spanked newspapers that pub- victim of his years.
TR ANG
OUAN
•'Don't you believe it," said a
lished sections of the top secret
- LONGO
friend. -He wears a hearing
Pentagon papers.'
FIRST MINK, THEN
There have been no com- aid, but he regards that as an
KY DROP OUT OF
PRESIDENTIAL RACE
ments from Independence, advantage, not a handicap. If
IN SAIGON, LEAVING
Mo., but old"friends of Presi- people bore him, he just tunes
TNIEU ALL ALONE
dent Truman speculate that he them out
is enjoying Acheson to the hilt,
If Democratic congressional
critics of President Nixon and
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Crossword Puzzle E1000 OMB SOB Dr Henry Kiminger expected
backing from Acheson the
5 Climbing
ACROSS
MMOO DOM MOM
species of
other day when he testified beMO 1E300 MOM
pepper
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NEW YORK (UPI) - The
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62 Preposition
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40 Prefix: not
41 Told falsehood 19
Fulbright, piqued that he was Kennedy, star of the network"s
43 Lease
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14illIIII
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1111:
informed in advance of Kis- new "Serge" police skein that
not
45 Meadow
17 al
haves
singer's recent trip to Peking, will bow in the fall. They
47 Sun shade
50 Sun god
was further upset when Ache- been cast in a two-hour motion
MM.31 hR32 2B n
It
52 Repulsive
MR
cm.gin
sat said the President "has no picture, playing their video
WIWI
53 Encountered
Priest
"The
entitled
roles,
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people about
duty to
"
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Killer," NBC will screen it on
everything."
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"That would be a hell of a the network Sept. 14.
language
Jack Gaver
4a 49
7
61 Shooting star
way to run a 'railroad," he
Reach

If this fairs man-on-campus likes to improvise, he's
got it made If be likes
colorful plumage, there's a
mind-boggling array. If he
likes elegance, it's there.
Slacks are flaired, tapered or belled. There are
jeans or knickers to tuck
into boots. He'll find knits

and corduroys everywhere
He can choose wild geometric patterns, stripes arid
solids. Colors? Burgundy,
brown, blue, green, camel
- he can name it and
find it.
Grey flannel slacks are
making a comeback, too
Sweaters are long, many

That last one for the road might
be your last one period if you
decide to drive after drinking.
Make your last one a cup of coffee
or else let someone else do the
driving.
9-25

If you drive past the exit you
wanted, don't try backing up.
Proceed to the next exit and
circle around. You may not save
any time but you may save your
life.

CH1

5 PIANO' IN TUNE,

50AtETIME5,PEOPLE 1440 LIKE
EACH OTHER WALK IN THE
RAIN AND HOLD HANDS

Southeast
Asia

If you are planning a long trip
be sure to get the proper rest
before starting out. Too little
rest could cause you to become
drowsy behind the wheel. Eternal
rest could be the result.

BUT HE'S NOT!
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. by United Feature Syndicate.
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If Acheson gets personal delight out of tormenting Washington officialdom and his old
party, it doesn't show. Occasionally he allows himself a
faint smile beneath the stillhandsome, neatly trimmed
moustache. The tone is never
jubilant,though it sometimes is
tinged with scorn or exasperation.
His writings and statements
in recent years reveal a cold
Starry-eyed
pragmatism.
idealists obviously bore him.
-1 After a half-century in foreign
affairs he insists on viewing the
world as it is, not as some
might like it to be.
-So many people make a
mistake in thinking that it's important to be loved," he told his
British Broadcasting Corp. interviewer."I never had a great
yearning-, to be loved. I've
wanted to be succeasful ... and
... leave the love to someone
else."

WIGHTMAN CHAMP AT 16--Chris Evert, 18-year-old
schoolgirl, of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., wipes her brow and
smiles after clinching the Wightman Cup for the U.S. in
the tennis matches held in Cleveland. She demolished
Britain's Virginia Wade 8-1, 8-1. The US. holds a 38-7
advantage in the series, which date back to 1923.

e
,
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Melitag

QUXLITY JEWELERS
Paris, Tennessee

,0000 011
vitli ritArrp,
IMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY

• r,•, •

by Clark
Kinnaird

BEFORE

the definitive treaty Of peace between
Great Britain and its lost
colonies was signed in September 1783, opportunist potteral
in England were turning out
ceramics commemorative of
events in the Revolution for
export to the United State Similarly, pitchers decor.Ated
with scenes in battles won by
sr
American ships in thr
with Friance 1798-99 v. ere

He has argued for the white- manufactured at Liverpool for
ruled nations of southern Afri- sale by crockery dealer: fl
the Eastern seaboard.
ca.
The pitcher illustrated liere
He has defended Rhodesia
..•
against U.N.-imposed sanc- 113, popular for pouring
tions. He has spoken out for
Portugal's continued rule over
Zambia and Mozambique.
Stability and economic prog•ess, he claims, are far more
important goals in southern
Africa than precipitate majority rule that he equates with
"political chaos."
-It is our duty and responsibility to encourage good will
and cooperation and stability in
southern Africa." he has written. "It is the height of folly to
sacrifice these desirable ends
to an aggressive, reformist inter into drinks for toasts to
tervention in the internal afthe Navy, depicts the Confairs of these states. ..."
stellation, victor over L'Ini•urWhile he was secretary of
genie,
under command of
state 11949-1953i, Acheson was
Thomas Truxton, a veteran
a favorite target for coriservaalso of the Revolution.

14.49-UP
This revolutionary new jewel
acknowledged as the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
mere imitation to capture the
fiery, blue-white brilliance of
the true - gem. Diamonair
simulated diamonds not only
rival the true stone in beauty
but carry a warranty offered
by no other substitute.
They are guaranteed
Accept nothing less than the finest.
permanently for reand buy Diamonair at:
See
against
placement
scratching, loss of
color or brilliance
under normal wear

Murray,-McKenzie
QUALITY JEWELRY CO.
Paris, Tennessee
Per Carat

Diamonair is a nag,tered trademark Si L tton
Kls•rek•eCs-:
,
vOirCsw'Sli

.
44

qu,•4 -,- .4 741110.4141.
••
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Panama Canal Busier Than Ever!

Meade shows talent,
not temper, of his dad

hard he'd have to put on an
grow, you get nothing ... not
when he got back
even crumbs. Out here in Cali- oxygen mask
room."
jock's
the
to
of
class
better
a
find
fornia you
Dennis weighs in at 109, but
You are dealing with
DEL MAR, Calif. — The people.
he would like to hit 108 to be efgood."
feels
It
again.
humans
name is Meade, as in Don
fective. "I'm kinda tall so getDennis was coaxed into makMeade — national riling chamting any lower could be diffihis
by
move
a
Californi
the
pion, 1939,1941. But this Meade ing
cult," he said.
a
Californi
and an uncle,
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barred. Witness my hand this 23 Massachusetts 02401.
A28C Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
day of August, 1971.
Freeport, Ill, or call 815-232-4161
By Marvin Harris
LADIES, DO you need extra from 8 to 4 30.
426C
Clerk
County Court
money for new fall fashions.
Calloway County, Ky.
Make excellent earnings in your TURN
YOUR spare time into
Judith Ainley, D. C.
as a Vanda Beauty
1TP spare time
Money. Need 3 men to earn 850.00
apinterview
Counselor. For
to 880.00 weekly. Must be neat,
•
A27C
pointment call 753-1711.
have a car and phone. For apBILLS NAME COACH
A3OP
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. WANTED: EXPERIENCED pointment call 753-1442.
(UPI)—Richard "Doc" Urich house keeper,4 days a week,9:00
Tuesday was named defensive a.m.till 5:00 p.m. Daytime phone WANTED, 1 or 2 young men full
time. Freed Cotham Co., 753line coach of the Buffalo Bills 753-1657 or after 5:30,753Nickk
SLAM—Jac
DOUBLE
Football
National
the
AMC
of
after
ball
his
A28Cs 4832.
laus holds up
succeeding Tom Day E342
Family Restaurants
winning the PGA at Palm League,
promoted to profesTRLfek DRIVER, apply at
Beach Gardens, Fla., to be- 66/ho was
scout.
Texaco Bulk Plant. No phone
come the only player ever sional talent
—
calls please.
A26C
to achieve a double grand
slam—two U.S. Opens, two
Holidays are a lot of fun. Don't
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
Masters (three, actually), spoil them by not concentrating
needs a mechanic. Please apply
two British Opens,and now on your driving. Vacationing is
in person.
his second PGA title.
only fun if you get there.
TFC
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

AGE ELEVEN

Call
753-1916

FOR SALE
4111.

,
111.

Explore thl
from the Sev
enjoyment by

Join The

Captz
OPEN: 4-10
4-11 I
12-10
•

SWEET CORN and
der Pole Beans. ,
Dachshund poi
Male, three females.
Ray Ipownfield or
Robertson Road,phone
1721.

t

46 JOHN DEERE con
and bean headers. LiltE
Chevrolet 2 ton truck
bed and hoist. Reason
disabled. Phone 435-452
GOOD USED refrigera
Dinette set, 220.00.
couch. Phone 753-8471.

ifARGEST VARIETY
In Kentucky. No in
prices. Country Boy
Army Surplus Folks
from Hopkinsville, Ju
117& 164. Open Sunday
P.m.

Burger Chef brings back
the corner drugstore.
oir gib

000114.

-

;Buying, Selling, Appraising, Managing!

I ROBERTS REALTY i

Big Cokes .
in authentic . vfeams
Coca-Cola glasses.
With every Coke you buy,you get
a glass to keep.FREE.

Offer good at your neighborhood Burger Chef at
1304 W. Main, Murray, plus Burger Chef in
Mayfield, as long as supply lasts. Your only limit
is the number of Cokes you can drink.

•

New Store Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.

BARGAINS!
In the Ledger's

Classified Ads!!

PC
EQUIPA
115 South 4t1
insiummmimmummin

1961 TRIUMPH TR3
wrecked but all meet
good.$200.00. Phone
2359.

PIANO, USED, reb
repairing. Jetton &
Sales & Service,
Mayfield. Evening a
phone 247-8522.

YOU'LL NEVER Imo
that rug will be till
Lusqe. Rent a she
only 61.03, Big K.

•
•
•
•
YOUR
ALL YOU

2 ORDE
1
/

KY. LAKE
Hwy. 68
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AGE ELEVEN

•

7516

FOR SALE

Sell It With A Classified Ad
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Before You Buy

STEREOS
TVs and
To Shop and Compare

You Need
Quality, Price and Warranty
Trade where ygu can get service.
When you buy frOm a discount store
you have no service.
Explore the world of Seafoods gathered
from the Seven Seas! Prepared for your
enjoyment by our own secret recipes.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

NICE TWO bedroom furnished
apartment. Carpeted, airconditioned. Near University.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00
A30C
p.m.

dEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT
UNFURNISHED HOUSE for
college girls or a family. Newly
near
located
decorated,
A28P
University. Call 753-3623.

Call
753-1916

nEAL MATE FOR SALE

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

APARTMENT
2-BEDROOM
REAL NICE expando trailer, unfurnished on Elm Street.
carpeted. Also a very nice fur- Married couple, no children.
nished apartment. Phone 753-6044 Phone 436-2326.
AZIC
A26C
or 436-5812.
2-BEDROOM TRAILER, airFURNISHED BEDROOM for conditioned, shady lot, $48.00
girl. Phone 753-7266. Rent month. Call 489-2595.
A28C
A26C
reasonable.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, ten
REAL NICE 10' wide two miles from Murray. Private lot.
bedroom, air-conditioned trailer. Two students or couple
One small child welcomed. preferred. Also 60x100 lot for
I Private. Phone 753-4481.
A26C trailer with access to lake. Phone
SIC
753-4776.

KENTUCKY LAKE

PHONE
PARK
(5;2) 354-6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE
ON KENTUCKY 80

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL

CLYDE WILSON
63801
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI,
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 473-1348 or 471-1716

NEWLY DECORATED upstairs THREE ROOM duplex. Stove APPROXIMATELY 3 acres of THINKING OF retiring, infurnished room for 2 boys. For and refrigerator furnished. land on Highway 97, 114 mile from vesting or just getting away for a1
unix GIRL'S clothes, sizes 8 14' ALUMINUM RUNABOUT, 35 more information phone 753Phone 753-1246 or 753-6045. A28C Tri City. Large landscaped spell?? "Large" beautiful lots on
A26Nc H.P. motor, tilt, trailer, $450.00. 1387.
and 10. Phone 753-2477.
frontage, 300' wide. Beautiful Kentucky Lake at Keniana,
A26C
SIC
Call 753-8964.
ROOMS FOR girls. Private or building site or suitable for shores for $695.00 and $1395.00..
1971 HONDA 350. Phone Paris,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; double; refrigerator; central subdividing into smaller lots. Low down payment and monthly
A28C WHITE TOY Poodle, 11 weeks living room, kitchen, bathroom heat and air; private entrance. Phone 753-4076.
Tennessee,642-7009.
A27C payments insures your future
753plans., whether for future home
old. AKC registered. Call 753-7796 with shower and bath. 1 or 2 500' from campus. Phone
SIC SMALL FARM; good location; site or a place to park a mobile
PURPLE HULL peas, also a few after five.
&VC bedrooms. Zimerman Apart- 6079.
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
tomatoes. Phone 753-6354. A27C
business or future investment. home. Call 436-5320 for inA30C FURNISHED FOUR room cabin, One mile F-act Murray, ap- spection.
753-6609.
A28C
NOTICE
TWO AUTOMATIC hog waterers.
12 miles from Murray on Boat- proximately 10 acres pasture.
A27C WE ARE ready now to deliver or ROOMS FOR GIRLS, with kit- wright Road. If married and have Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Phone 492-8622.
It Yourselfer"
FOR A "Do
take your order for six vein chen facilities. Located 1624 reference contact Tony Shuffit, Cozy older 7 room house, modern. house partially remodelled,some
bedroom stoker or four by seven lump
two
Mo.,
LIBERTY
Sikeston,
St.,
10'x50'
For appointment call 753Hamilton. Phone 753-3402. A27C 304 Moore
SWEET CORN and Kentucky PROTECT YOUR pet from
additional material included,
furnished. Ready to move coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
TFC
63801. Phone 314-471-1847 after 4147
Wonder Pole Beans. Also; pure weather, buy a home with easy trailer,
two acres on scenic hill location
SIC
into. Located at Shady Oaks Coal Service,408 South 4th
FURNISHED 5:00p.m.
bred Dachshund puppies, one cleaning floor. Phone 753COMPLETELY
at New Concord. $6,500. Miller R.
767Phone
Court.
Trailer
Sept.11C cottage on Kentucky Lake. Rent
Street.
SMALL AD, small house, big E.,753-5664 Neubauer 753male, three females.'See or call 1712.
A26NC 2751.
A31C
trailer, 10'x55',
value. Two bedroom house on 641 7531.
or year. Phone TWO BEDROOM
A28C
Ray Irownfield on Johnny
ELECTRONX SALES & Ser- by week, month
heat and airelectric
TFC
North about 5 miles from
5:00p.m.
Robertson Road, phone 753after
436-5679
C.M.
Ky.,
Murray,
213,
Box
from
80,
vice,
Number
miles
75310'x52'.
TRAILER
Three
Phone
g.
CORN.
conditionin
A26C- SWEET
Murray, city water. $9,500.Miller DUPLEX: LARGE 3 bedroom
1721.
A26P Shady Oaks Trailer tourt. See Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far753-7856 or 7535874,
8 Murray. Phone
E., 418 Main Street, 753-5064 units, carpet, central heat and
R.
3
bedrooms.
HOME.
CONTRY
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
SIC
Jack Norsworthy or call 489.A28C air, monthly income $310.00.
Neubauer 753-7531.
s. On 60 acre lake. 33 2583.
45 JOHN DEERE combine, corn
outbuilding
A31C
2691.
and bean headers. Like new. 1964
acres. Ag couple or college
Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. A28C
betore
Physician
YOUR
CALL
TO-20
Kennear
SPACES
N MODEL
7-eight753-4490 after 7 p.m. TRAILER
Chevrolet 2 ton truck with grain FERGUSO
APPROXIMATELY
coming to the emergency room students.
Also a
Highway
off
motor.
located
rebuilt
Lake,
with
tractor
tucky
A28C
bed and hoist. Reason for selling,
tenths acres, about 3 miles South- BY OWNER; four bedroom brick
after hours answering service- References.
444 near New Concord. All
A26P 1961 Volvo automobile and chain
disabled. Phone 435-4535.
west of Lynn Grove and excellent tri-level house, located at Cadiz,
A26C
753-2626.
Call
SIC
A30C
436-2197.
utilities in. Phone
saw. Phone 436-2147.
location for basement. On good Kentucky. Large living, dining
GOOD USED refrigerator, $35.00.
road, mail route and school bus and kitchen area, den, utlitiy
BILL REDICK is now associated TWO -BEDROOM house, furUNFURNISHED DOWNSTAIRS
Dinette set, $20.00. Also old
route. Contact Earl Spann, Route room, it': baths, carport and
with Roffler of Murray in the nished, air-conditioned, large
and
ball
for
BOWLING
apartment,
A26P LADY'S
1st. two bedroom
large lot. Phone Cadiz, Ky., 522September
couch. Phone 753-8471.
A27C
Center.
Available
2, Pochahontas, lllinois
Shopping
Central
yard.
16"
2
$14.00;
bag; 2'x12' pool,
couples with no more than
A26C 6515 after 5:30 week days or
Catalina
1637
62275.
month.
per
at
$135.00
heat. 8th and Vine.
14ARGEST VARIETY of pistog convertible bike, $12.00; Lady'S
A27C
A30C children. Gas
anytime on weekends.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs Drive. Phone 753-2527.
hat, new
Your Magnavox Center for
per month. Phone 753$75.00
in Kentucky. No increase in ranch mink pill box
CORNER LOT with trees, TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
to
Rent applies
sale.
or
rent
speed,
3
bikes,
26"
Two
A28C
9293.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the $35.00;
100'x150' in Kingswood. Beautiful den, living room, bath. Range
Lonardo
Piano HOUSE; THREE bedrooms, airpurchase.
electric dune
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles $30.00 each; Child's
paved streets. Must sell
location,
from
across
Company,
and refrigerator included. All
conditioned, dishwasher, gar- TWO CAR clean-up shop. Phone
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. buggy, like new, $18.00; Hot
y and will consider new carpet. Large lot with outimmediatel
Tenn.
Paris,
Office,
or,
A27C
refrigerat
$15.00.
complete,
set,
disposal,
wheels
bage
753-3018.
in the Dixieland Center
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
any reasonable offer. Phone 7011- side storage. Call Gene Landon
A26C
stove, washer and dryer, drapes.
A26P
Aug30C Phone 489-2655.
p.m.
7820.
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
TFC
DOG OBEDIENCE training Phone 753-8129.
SALE
AUCTION
TFC
in
31st
August
p.m.
starting,
classes,
BTU
16000
NER,
AIR
CONDITIO
1111111*
111111111111111111
Sherwood
111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111
LOT, 105'x160' in
house
bedroom
TWO
collerator, 2 years old. Like new. Paris, Tennessee. Phone 901-642- EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
MODERN
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
A27C college girl. 1628 Hamilton
Also 8200 BTU Collerator. 4200.
TFC on one acre east of New Concord
p.m. rain or shine P.m.
1:00
28,
August
A27C
Reasonable. Phone 753-9827. A26C H & R USED FURNITURE is Ave.
on Mt. Carmell-Valentine Road,
at 402 South 8th Street next to
brick house $7,500. Miller Real Estate, 418 ,
BEDROOM
THREE
Mr.
open three days a week 10:00 till
late
the
at
Grocery
Bell's
on Catalina Drive. Price Main St., 502-753-5064. Neubauer
SIX ACRES of Jap hay. Phone 6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road. MODERN BRICK farm home, Tom Williams home.
on
North
A28C
Murray,
Ft
from
miles
and
753-9445. A26C 753-7531
furniture
A27C
used
nice
Lots of
753-3629.
Will sell; refrigerator-freezer reasonable. Phone
lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676. 641. Unusually nice. Carpeting, combination. Philco cook stove,
SERVICES OFFERED
A28C drapes, attached garage. $125.00
SERVICES OFFERED
BABY BED with mattress. Home phone 753-4716.
suite with six chairs,
A27C dining room
436-5479.
Phone
month.
Per
A27C
753-3537.
Phone
real nice living room suite, poster
OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe
bedroom suite, Zenith TV, like
RS
DOWNSTAI
SHED
HOTPOINT MATCHING washer way to lose weight and inches UNFURNI
new. Radio, cook ware, dresser,
Private
and dryer, $85.00; roll-a-way bed, fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962. one bedroom apartment.
of drawers, springs and
chest
S30C entrances. One block from
excellent condition, $20.00. Set of Weight loss guaranteed.
chifferobe, cedar
mattress,
lady
Mature
downtown.
twin beds, padded head boards
vacuum cleaner,
wardrobe,
753-1299.
without mattress, $30.00. Piano GARAGE SALE, 518 South 6th preferred. Phone
chairs, porch swing and
rocking
LE,
tools of all
antique, needs repair, $25.00. Street, Murray, Friday and Available now.
KY.
LOUISVIL
Hand
637-2778
Ph.
furniture.
lawn
A26P
A27C Saturday. Picture clocks, Movie
Phone 753-9660
kinds, antique Seth Thomas
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
camera and projector, etc.
clock. lamps. glass-ware, iron
bedroom
ONE
ED
FURNISH
A28P
Phone
Phone 753-8210.
TWO BASSETT Hounds.
256-5847
ware, sewing machine, old iron
NASHVILLE, TENN.
apartment, close to hospital and
A28C
753-8072.
-stove. Lots of other items
FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS to the university. Large attractive cook
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
numerous to mention.
Paducah Sun Democrat call rooms. Private entrances. Phone too
you, come
having
enjoy
BOX SPRINGS and mattress,
will
We
A28C 753-1299.
A26P
Cortez Byers, 753-6354.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY like new.$50.00. Phone 753be with us. Terry
115 South 4th Street
and
A27C SECRETARY; 6 years exA28P
6902.
Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
CARD OF THANKS
T
AUTOS FOR SALE
BASEMEN
FURNISHED
perience. References. Phone 753and
nice
rooms,
3
apartm6nt,
good
A26C
BUG,
2729.
BREAKFAST TABLE and 1968 VOLKSWAGEN
The family of Florene Mcclean. Outside entrance. Water AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
chairs, books, new and old; condition,$900.00. Phone 435wishes to thank all thet
Cuiston
at
a.m.
10:00
1971,
28,
753Phone
August
A27P and heat paid.
mens; other 5791.
DAILY CHILD care in my homt neighbors, friends, and relativeti
and
ladies
shoes,
end
-2
,
3
Front
located
TR3.
A26C
1961 TRIUMPH
MAN'S RING, 2 women's rings,
Harley Collins home.
1739.
near University. Phone 753items. Plentiful
for all the food and flowers, also a
wrecked but all mechanical parts one necklace, one set earrings, miscellaneous
miles East of Almo, Kentucky. 7276.
A26P
500, 4 door
Galaxie
1969
FORD
753Phone
Cheap.
supply.
special thanks to all the nurses at.
and
Television
trailer.
RCA
good. $200.00. Phone 753one tie clasp. All 18K gold with
Selling
BEDROOM
A28C sedan. V8 automatic, vinyl roof. TWO
2959.
hospital, Dr Quertermous,
the
A27C
condition;
furgood
room,
2359.
record player,
natural black star saphire stones.
children in my Dr. Bell; Robert Walker who led
Excellent condition. Phone 753- Washer, dressing
KEEP
WILL
tables;
Also bronze flat ware set. Make
nished. Married couple only. one coffee table and end
B-FLAT clarinet, 5573 between 8:00 a.m. and 500
home by week or day. Also will. the singing; Dr. Albert Rose for
Phone 753-8512.
A26C LEBLANC
month. Green Acres two couches and chairs; two
A31C
$75.00
p.m.
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning offer.
Excellent
years.
do ironing. Phone 753-3102. A26C his comforting words and the
used only 2
Trailer Court No. 12. Phone Ashley wood heaters, one wiTh
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano
Phone 753-1329. A28C
condition.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home:
heater;
A30C
'acket; one small coal
S, white
DUNE BUGGY, 1965 chassis, Mayfield 247-6107.
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, DOUBLE WASHTUB
trash hauling, May God's richest Blessings bet
of
DO
chest
WILL
rocker;
Porch
platform
shade
with
enamel.
wood
yellow,
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
AR-15(M-16 Rifle), 1500 rounds of engine rebuilt. Bright
with each of you.
drawers; dresser; one iron bed reasonable rates Phone 753TFC slats, baby carrier bassinet, ammunition. Phone 753black hard top, chrome wheels.
phone 247-8522.
A31C
The family of Florene Mc
boys
4
mattress;
for
6130.
with springs and
training chair. Phone 753FURNISHED HOUSE
1TP
A28C $850.00. Phone Puryear 247Cuiston.
8331.
6495.
A26C
or 4 girls. Call Tom Alexander , wardrobe; 2 electric heaters; two
3247.
PROFESSIONAL, EX.
S7C
kitchen
two
ors;
753-1713.
refrigerat
753-3827 or
YOU'LL NEVER know how clean
ED painter, will work
PENTA TREATE1Y lumber.
cabinets; one dinette suite with PERIENC
1965 CHEVY SS convertible,
on hourly basis,
jobs,
that rug will be till you try Blue ONE YORKSHIRE Boar fur sale. Resistant to rot and termites.
contract
and
,
HELP WANTED
factory air, power steering
THREE ROOM apartment four chairs; wringer washer with
Call 489Lustre. Rent a shampooer for Phone 753-8419 after 7:00
Ideal for boat docks and any brakes, 4 speed, $775.00. ALso 1964
including utilities. On twin tubs; electric dryer; 2 has own equipment.
furnished,
Sept.7C
A28NC
1
p.m.
A28C
K.
only $1.00, Big
weather exposed uses. Murray Ford Custom, 2 door, standard
AFTERNOON
2287.
EXCHANGE
Main near 18th Street. Phone 753- shotguns, 20 gauge, like new, 410
-.Lumber Co., Maple Street,
A26C gauge; electric guitar and am- WILL DO sewing in my home. baby-sitting for furnished
on, $350.00. Phone 753- 3984.
transmissi
ITC
required,
Murray, Kentucky.
1951. Priced to sell.
plifier; new sewing machine Mrs. Floyd Barrow, phone 492- apartment. References
Phone
apartment.
rent
A27C
will
Or
electric
8445.
jars;
stone
cabinet;
A26P
753-6278.
size,
fence charger; one pony, 34
SOUP'S on, the rug that is, clean '65 DODGE 2 DOOR. Real good
babyalso
,
DO
house-work
WILL
good.
noon
works
WANTED: exwith Blue Lustre. Rent new running shape. Call before
SIC Nice furnished apartment in
1948 Ford Ferguson tractor, sitting during the day Phone 436- PAINTERS
$4.50 and better
electric shampooer $1. Western or after 6:00p.m. 753-6690
only.
perienced
A77C
privat
one
;
Also
5615.
college girls.
plow, disc, cultivator
A30C
753-1710.
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
Phone
hour.
.
• Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
per
rooms with kitchen privilege Remington PL-55 Chain saw, like
A28C 1967 BUICK LaSabre 2 door
ING.
Well".
REFINISH
RE
for college boys. Phone 753new; riding lawn mower; 100 FURNITU
• Red Snapper Fish
hardtop with power and factory
kEyee pick- EAST EXPERIENCED typist.
days and 753-5108 after 5 p.m cedar fence posts; Number of All work guarantee
A26C
Phone 753-77M.
3554 m
estimate. approximately 4 hours each
Free
delivery.
and
up
• Boneless Filet
21FT. DEEP freeze,
small items to numerous to
or natural finish. Jerry afternoon from 2:00 till work is
Antique
buy
and
er
out
Come
Minolta
Grandmoth
Camera,
mention.
WANT TO BUY
• Ky. Country Ham
S3OP completed. An equal opportunity
McCoy,753-3045.
clock. Call 492-8473 after
NICE FURNISHED apartments things you need and want.
employer. Reply to P. 0. Box 32and
A28P ,OVANT TO BUY;
4:00.
• Real Pit Bar-B-Q Pork
Sale by Knotts Auction Service, WILL DO babysitting in my
near campus, reasonable and
A27C
B, Murray, Kentucky.
standing timber. Also have for with bath. Also sleeping rooms Hardin, Kentucky, 436-4666. Our home. Phone 753-5991.
A28C
YOUR CHOICE OF THE ABOVE
sawdust.
A27C
pays.
1971 WINNER RUNABOUT, 80 sale lumber and
for college boys. Please call, we service doesn't cost, it
WANTED
HOMEWORKERS
horse power Mercury motor. Call Ilifurray Saw.Mill and LuMber may have what you need. Day,
ALL YOU CAN EAT
WILL DO baby-sitting in your part-time,full-time work at home
A28C Co. lisone 753-4147.
&
1,0ST
753-4647.
FOUND
TFC
753-8365, night 753-2891.
home, week days. Phone 753For details
A2&' mailing our circulars.
5477.
Y2 ORDER
rush self-addressed, stamped
ONE YEAR old male Pek-APoo, WANT TO BUY;
Beagle
blooded
full
TWO
LOST:
unwonted
FOR BOYS with kitchen
house broke, friendly. Must sell usable furniture, lamps, desks, ROOM
male, one female SEF'fIC TANK cleaning, back 'Fnvelope and 35c to US Enand private entrance. $35.00 per puppies, one
P.O. Box 813-A7
Call
753-4555
of
allergies.
because
from home. Call 753-5960 hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- terprises,
chairs, etc. Will pick up. Phone
,„,,.!month. Phone 753-6638. 1008 strayed
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
Sept.A.
A28P
A261
500p.m.
after
Brandon.
Loll
5932
and
Randy
Kentucky
Aurora,
753-7860 after 7:00 p.m
Hwy. 68
A 4"
'
Sharpe Street.

Join The Crowd At The Kitchen

eaptailfg Rittben

Buy 4& Get a
5th 45 rpm
Record FREE

5

if
-

c▪_

NEW or RECONDITIONED

TYPEWRITERS
* Trade-In
Accepted

3at

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIflIl

Leach's Music & TV

t

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

* Financing
Available

- DIRECT SERVICE

POOL OFFICE
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

rh.

Phone 753-1763

-erre
eigh
pare
it or
no.:
Co.,
-4161
26C
into
50.00
neat,
ap430P
full
A26('
at
hone
426C
'AIR
PPIY
TFC

* 3-DAY SPECIAL *

FOR RENT

AUGUST 27-28-29

'2'9
'1.39

KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT

'

4...4;4

„
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Last Actor Frontier

THE MORAL ANGLE

Alinsky teaches hatred
as organizing weapon
By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service

through God whose existence
Minsky doubt& His biueprint
appears to be third-carbon
Marxism.
In that book, but more so in
his latest, "Rules for Radicals," he aligns himself with
the Machiavellian principle
that the end justifies immoral
means (pp. 24—$7L. However,
he would improve upon
Machiavelli by "clothing" acts
and motives in -moral garments" pp. 36, 43
Throughout his works Alinsky also teaches the need of
using hate as a unifying force,
of sowing discord within the
community in order to organize
and then fanning this hate to
keep the organization strong.
By no means are such goals
and tactics moral.

Dear Father Lester:
What about the morality of
Cesar Chavez and his United
Farm Workers Organizing
Committee (UFWOC)? They
have many clergymen on their
side, yet a lot of people claim
they're immoral in their goals
and tactics.
R.G.
Dear R. G.:
Cesar Chavez and his lieutenants — Fred Rom, Dolores
Huerta, Jim Drake, Chris
Hartmire, Abe Chavez, Wendy
Goepel and others — we thinkalike disciples or associates of
Saul Alinsky, the Chicagobased professional organizer.
Fred Rom, for instance, has
been Alinsky's main representative on the West Coast for Dpar Father Lester:
some 25 years; he found and '
Does God expect less
trained Cesar and Dolores for morality from a person who is
the boss. The ties are so close blind, deaf or has some other
that knowing Alinsky's goals serious handicap'
and tactics means knowing
Eleanor
quite well those of Chavez and Dear Eleanor:
UFWOC. Forturiately, Alinsky
No,but He may allow for spehas stated his position often cial mitigating circumstances.
and in writing.
Physical infirmities are frehis
book, quently less a hindrance to
Throughout
-Reveille for Radicals," Alin- leading a good moral life than
sky calls for the organizing of robust health. In fact, infirmity
the indigent, uneducated frequently sends the afflicted to
masses to seize ownership of all God because of the need for
means of production and there- help.
by rule the world. Salvation
will come through them, not Dear Father Lester:
New York passed a one-year
residency requirement for welfare benefits to prevent indigents from all over the country and Puerto Rico from flockNews
Market
Federal State
ing into the state for instant
Service August 26, 1971
welfare. An appeal to a higher
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog court claims the law is unconbuying
10
Market report inludes
stitutional because it violates a
stations
person's right to travel from
Receipts: Act. 757 Est. 750 state to state without being
Barrows and Gilts 25 lower Sows penalized.
instances 50 cents lower, steady
Who's correct?
to 25 cents.
James A.
Dear James:
The Constitution ought to
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 17.75-18.25
conform to justice. Whether or
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 18.25-18.50
not it does in this instance is anUS 2-4 190-240 lbs., 17.50-17.75
other matter.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.00-17.50
The indigent is not being deUS 3-4 260-290 lbs., 16.50-17.00
pnved of any right when he
Sows
moves to New York and then is
US 1-2 270-350 the., 15.00-15.25
refused instant welfare; his
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 14.00-15.00
/US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00-few title to welfare depends upon
the conditions placed on it by
!down to 12.00
the givers.
10.00-11.50
Boars
In this case the New Yorkers
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale August have set a year's residency requirement
25, 1971.
The people of New York have
a right to see that their chanty
Compared to last week pigs sold is not misused. They
intend the
mostly steady.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent

HOLLYWOOD--Why are so
many actors returning to the
western film today? And howcum so many want to portray
benefits mainly for citizens of the most difficult of all western
the rodeo rider?
their own community who need roles—that of rider
is a
-The rodep
a helping hand; they are tically different kind ofdramaman,"
neither obliged nor able to sup- Jim Coburn explained. He is the
port the poor of the entire na- star of "The Honkers," which
tion.
also stars veteran western actor Slim Pickens, plus Lois Nettleton, and it introduces world
Dear Father Lester:
In Brazil the Squadron of champ rodeo rider, Larry MaDeath takes justice into its own han. 'But—it's not a "western
hands and murders people it movie," Coburn was quick to
he claimed,
feels are criminals who have point out. Instead,
it's the story of men who ride
escaped punishment. Now a the rodeo circuit risking their
similar organization has been lives in a highly competitive
formed in the Mexican state of dangerous pursuit.
Guerrero. The members claim
"The rodeo riders," said Cothe police and the courts are burn," are the last, perhaps,
not doing their jobs well enough of the great individualists in
the American tradition. They're
to protect the people.
Is such vigilante action mavericks. In a sense they're
like the youngsters of today
moral?
Al B. wircr'aili unable and unwilling
to conform to the demands of
Dear Al:
the establishment, who need
Government has a duty to freedom and self-expression and
protect its citizens. If it fails in who need to maintain their own
its duty, the community should individuality."
• • •
retire the men responsible and
COBURN is certainly an acchoose others who can and will
do what is expected of them. If tor who fits into the category
of "individualist." He's played
the community IS unable to everything
from the very comchange the men in power, it mercial "Our Man Flint" to
Indian and cowboy-1971
still retains the right to protect purely personal—message-type
James Coburn find a tepee
itself which may mean that it films. He's been in westerns
audience_that's so important to
most resort to vigilante action. such as "Magnificent Seven." film producers nowadays."
Such action, though, should And service films, "The Ameri- Coburn, tall, Uthe and lean
be a last resort because it lacks zation Of Emily."
like a cowboy commercial should
Jim has been in action with be, explained his rodeo story, as
the safeguards which under ordinary circumstances the com- "The Great Escape." And sa- opposed to the other three in
munity has for the administra- tires, such as "What Did You the Hollywood movie works.
tion of justice. The verdict of a Do In The War, Daddy?" And "You might call ours a tragideath squad, for instance, often then there was "The President's cowboy story. It's about a cowAnalyst," a completely differ- boy who's really over the hill.
is decided upon without allow- ent film.
That's me.
ing the defendent the oppor"However, in keeping with
Thus it really didn't surprise
to
defend
himself.
Action
tunity
us when he agreed, after a long his philosophy as a westerner,
is so precipitous that it can absence from films, to return in who'll have no responsibility but
easily be mistaken. Further- "The Honkers." He carefully ex- to himself, he's still on the romore, the power of the plained, "In today's rodeo world, deo circuit because to him and
vigilantes can easily be used you have two distinct types. his kind it represents.the last
merely to wipe out personal There are the older guys, cow- frontier. The story is about his
enemies or used as a terrorist boys doing really the only thing relationship to his estranged
they know. The younger riders wife, their young son and his
organization like the Mafia.
are something else. They're all close pal. And—of course," he
most of them college smiled, "there are women in
Address your questions to athletes,
graduates who've come out of the picture. We go through
Father Lester in care of Copley school with a degree and to three kinds of women, the sexy
News Service, P.O. Box 190, whom rodeoing is a business." lady attracted to rodeo riders—
• • •
San Diego, Calif. 92112. Enclose
played by Joan Huntington, and
-played by Lois Nettlea stamped, self-addressed en"SOME of the more success- the wife,.
velope, please.
ful ones, like Larry Mahan, ton. She's the homebody in desearn maybe $150,000 and more perate need of the security a
a year. Incidentally, it was a husband and a home represent.
surprise to me to learn that Her hopes and ambitions are
there are four other rodeo pic- just the opposite of mine in
Continued From Page 3
tures in the work." Coburn con- the film."
• • •
the New York Giants last tinued.
"Sounds like a Hollywood cyCOBURN smiled: "The most
Sunday, and decided it would be
cle and one of the main rea- interesting female role is that
his last game.
the young and beautiful Insons, it seems to me, is that the
"I played football for 15 philosophy of freedom to which of
dian go with whom I have an
years, counting everything. It is rodeoers subscribe has such affair. She played by Anne
hard to lay something aside enormous appeal for the young Archer :s.1(1 relation to a rer-

Preseason

e Rodeo World News In Brief
By United Press International
SAIGON—Allied spokesman
reported today the sharpest
wave of Communist attacks in
three months across South
Vietnam. Military spokesman
said at least 38 separate
incidents had been reported.
Meanwhile, the U.S. command
reported today 10 Americans
had died in Indochina fighting
last week—the lowest battle toll
in six years.
WASHINGTON—Lawyers re-

Funeral Is Today
For Gus Snow
Funeral services for Gus Snow
of Paris, Tenn., are being held
today at two p.m. at the
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
with burial to follow in the Olive
Branch Cemetery there.
Pallbearers will be the grandchildren. Charles Van Dyke of
Murray is a grandson.
Snow, age 86, died Tuesday at
11 am. at the Henry County
Nursing Home. He was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Olive Branch United Methodist
Church.
Survivors included four
daughters, Mrs. Mary Van Dyke
of Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Willie
style—as Ann Archer and
Travis McCoy of Miami, Fla.,
for two in "The Honkerey"
Mrs. Grace Crawford of Deartabs Central Press Correspond- born, Mich., and Mrs. Robbie
ent-Ed.)
Speights of Newport, Mich.;
"She really represents the
liberated woman of today. She's three sons, Carl and Thomas
wealthy, college - educated. Snow of Paris, Tenn., and Roy
of Kendallville, Ind.;
strong and defiant of conven- Snow
tion and a fascinating female." sixteen grandchildren; fourteen
Bounds nothing like the squaws great grandchildren.

Seen & Heard . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
in the Kentucky Post, but we are
not sure. We put it to one side
then forgot it until we cleaned up
some of the debris on our desk.
Anyway here it is for your
cogitation.

"His name was William
Griffith Wilson, but his fellow
alcoholics knew him simply as
Bill W.
of the old-fashioned westerns!
"Along with Dr. Bob Smith of
"The Honkers" was filmed almost entirely in Carlsbad, N.M.
kkron, Bill W. was the co-founder
And Coburn says the location
of Alcoholics Anonymous in 1935.
was a very important part of
Up.to that time, Bill W. figured
(Cm4bsoed Iran Page 1)
the picture—made it more efhe'd probably die drunk in a New
fective than the usual studio cock, should find fault with this
back lot or the San Fernando policy," Agnew said. "You York saloon before he reached 40.
Valley,
would think that a program "Instead, he died sober last
• • •
that makes it easy for week in a Miami hospital at the
"THE PEOPLE there," said consumers to buy cars, especi- age of 75.
Jim, "were very funky, down- ally American-made cars, and
BILL W. SPENT most of his
home, groovy people who live
life helping alcoholics help
opportunities
more
job
provides
their lives without the kind of
themselves. The organization he
distraction o r complications for auto workers, would be
that we find in all the major enthusiastically supported by founded with Dr. Bob now his a
cities of the world.
the man who is supposed to half million members-each,cof
them, as alcoholics are fond of
"We tend in Hollywood to for- represent their interests."
get there are people like these
Mansfield said he believed saying,only one drink away fruiri
--they're simple and direct peothere would be extended debate the gutter.
ple. As a result of their nature
"So effective has been the AA
and the physical atmosphere over Nixon's proposals to end
movement-and the men behind itour film should have a semi- the 7 per cent excise tax on
documentary character that I automobiles and provide a 10 that the federal government
think will add a great deal to per cent income tax credit ror plans to spend $300 million over
the next three years to find new
It.',
business investment.
It will seem very real indeed
The Montana Democrat pre- ways of preventing and treating
when audiences see Coburn doeffforts would be made alcoholism.
ing his' own riding. And taking' dicted
will seek to bring about "MORE THAN ANYONE else,,
"which
his own spills! Because Jim
between the Bill W. championed the now
equilibrium
better
Coburn's an actor who went
his-a-way
tax relief granted business and accepted idea that alcoholism isa
disease, not a sin.
tax relief for the individual."
One compromise, Mansfield "I am not a retormec
suggested, would be to make an anything," actress Merceciet.
additional $50 personal income McCambridge pointed out tht
tax exemption retroactive to other day. "You don't talk aboul
Jan. 1, 1971, so average wage reformed heart patients pi
earners would get the same reformed diabetics, do you? Mj
immediate relief as business. disease is alcoholism and I am
The President has proposed thank God, recovered."
moving the added exemption up "Thanks to Bill W., thousand
one year, from Jan. 1, 1973, to of others can say the same."
Jan. 1, 1972.
An excess profits tax that
would put some of the burden
of righting inflation on big
business also has been suggest- AUGUST 24, 1971
ed. Mansfield said he personally favors the tax but "I don't ADULTS 108
know any corporation making
NURSERY 7
an excess profit now.-

Economy

after so much effort, but I
don't like the life, the image,
the obligations, the trips, the
progranuning, the meek," said
Thompson. "The whole life is
By GROVER BRINKPAAN
not for me. I have a direction Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
to do something else."
HERE IS A RATHER surUS 1-2 26-35 lbs., 29.00
Thompson's immediate goal
US. 1-2 46-55 lbs., 26.75
is to pursue what he calls a prising new statistic: Americans now drink an average of
US 1-2 125-150 lbs., 15.75
"more Christian type of life." more than a gallon of wine per
U. s
"I have a relationship with year. That means something
US 3 2645 lbs., 27.75
H. R. (Ross) Shupe, operator God that gives me a real peace like 250 million gallons, enough
US 3 36-45 lbs., 28.25
and owneer of Shupe Nursery at about moving out. My relation- to float several battleships.
Oddly, although Americans
US 3 46-55 lbs., 26.00
Sedalia, died Wednesday at eight ship with God is enriching," he
US 359-69 lbs., 24.00
a.m. at his residence. He was 86 added. "I met some people are classed as beer drinkers and
cocktail sippers, since 1960 wine
US 3 70-89 lbs., 20.00
back home in Eugene, Ore., sales have shot up more than
years of age.
US 3 90-110 lbs., 19.25
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. living the kind of life I always 50 per cent.
Ima Shupe of Sedalia; one wanted—closely, becoming one
This increased wine drinking
daughter, Mrs. Beryl Friffin of with each other in a way I presents another oddity: AmerAtlanta,Ga.; three eons, Kenneth never experienced before in my icans are not drinking more
wines but the dry table
Shupe of Sedalia, Lauren Shupe Christian life. It's an exper- sweet
beverages.
of Shelbyville,and Elmo Shupe of ience I cannot explain. 'It's.
From Thi)
Wines are both cheap and
Atlanta, Ga.; two stepdaughters, more emotional than factual." expensive. For instance, a botMrs. Gladya Baucum and Mrs.
tle of Lane - Rothschild, 1964
Zeta Brewer, both of Mayfield
vintage, may sell for as high
By limited Press international Route Six; one stepson, W. D.
as $150 per bottle today. On the
other side of the coin, there are
SAN QUENTIN, Calif. — Morris of Detroit, Mich.; one
American wines on the market
Alfred M. Bingham, saying it sister, Mrs. Pearl Willis of
was possible his attorney son Overland Park, Kansas; one Graveside services for Brent under one dollar for a fifth.
If you're a wIne-bibber, reStephen was the one who gave brother, Paul Shupe of Shelton, Allen Jackson, fifteen day old son member there_Is no need to
Workman
convict George Jackson a gun Mo.; nine grandchildren; six step
Cherry
Don and
spend a lot of money for a botThis vine-clad structure isn't a college building—
in his aborted prison escape grandchildren; eight great Jackson of Chattanooga, Twin., tle of good wine. Many qualiT
We a winery in New York's Finger Lakes region.
plan:
grandchildren; eleven step great will be held at the Maplewood wines, including French imports,
are
very
modestly
priced
at
today
Tenn.,
"Steve may have been the grandchildren.
Paris,
Cemetery,
But if you're storing wine as most named after the grape.
• • •
victim of some kind of foul play Funeral services will be held four p.m.
an(investment item, watch out Viking explorer Lief Ericson
MANY people are under the for unknown labels. There are suggested it be called Wineor he may be in some form of Friday at two p.m. at them-City The bay died Tuesday night in a
detention. He may not be a free Church of the Latter Day Saints Birmingham, Ala., hospital Impression that wines become bogus wines on the market to- land but later historians changbetter as they age, and pay day, and perhaps always will ed all that.
man."
with Curtis Ross and Frederick following heart surgery.
accordingly. But most wines be. One other thing to rememThe grape is one of the oldest
Survivors are his parents and don't. The average bottle of ber: 'California's mountain foods known to mankind.
Coltharp officiating.
Grape
WASHINGTON -- Vice Pres- Active pallbearers will be one sister, Christie, of Chat- wine should be imbibed from wines are rated good to excep- seeds have been found in rematernal one to three years after bottling tional, so don't shun the domes- mains of lake dwellings of the
ident Spiro T. Agnew, saying he Ronnie Griffin, Elmo Shupe, Jr., tanooga, Tenn.,
Bronze Age in Switzerland and
could not conceive of Leonard Bobby Helms, Ronnie Yates, grandpanrents, Mrs. Nevil for its best flavor.
tic product.
•
Italy and in Egyptian tombs as
Woodcock, head of the auto James Ross Shupe, and Scott Workman and Ralph Worman, Remember, too, that not all
that
are
produced in a
AMERICA is developing a well. Botanists believe that the
workers' union, criticizing the Shupe. Honorary pallbearers will both of Paris, Tenn., and the wines
"great grape year" are great whole new generation of wine Caspian Sea area is the original
administration's economic pok- be Byron Boyd, Pete McBee, paternal gradmother, Mrs. Cap wines, and not all wines
bot- drinkers -- the young people home of the fruit.
('ortiez Harding, Era A
Watkins of Paris, Tenn.
er
• • •
tled in a poor year are bad.
"switching tram Cokes and Pep"You would think that a bruster, Ed Coltharp, Bob
If you're looking for gourmet si. They're Ay-Inking what the
%VINE is freely mentioned in
wines, remember the most ex- trade knows as "pop" wines. the Bible and was a theme for
program that makes it easy for Denham, Harold Denham, and
pensive wines come from Bor- Such beverages are not for wine Lhe hieroglyphics of Babylon
consumers to buy cars, especi- Sid Holloway. Granddaughters MUSKIE FOR WOMEN
deati x, Burgundy, northern buffs, for they are slightly car- an:) Ancient Egypt. Early China
ally American-made cars, and will serve as flower girls.
Italy and Germany. Yet
bonated, sweet and flavored. had vineyards even in 2,000 B.C.
provides more job opportunities Interment will he in the WASHINGTON (UPI) — To- of almost equal quality wines
Isni
is a growing market But it was the Greeks who first
for auto workers, would be Oakland Cemetery near Tr -City day, the 51st anniversary of far less expensive) come from But thereunsophisticated
youth. started
growing the grape
among
enthusiastically supported by with the arrangements by the Congressional ratification of the New York State, California, the And then there is "Cold Duck," ebnimercially.
the man who is supposed to Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, women's right to vote amend- Loire and Rhone Valleys of a mixture of half champagne
Hernando Corte z, Spanish
Alsace,
Argentina and half burgundy.
where friends may call.
represent their interests."
conqueror of Mexico, ordere5
ment, should be set aside a France,
Chile.
Spain
and
Mist:tie.
If you think that wine is an that grape growing become an
time to rally support for a new
• • •
important part of the dinner industry in the new world. The
JERUSALEM—Israeli Prime
amendment guaranteeing equal
AT THE MOMENT, wines menu- and a growing number Jesuit Fathers carried the vines
Minister Golds Melt, in a TROTTERS REMATCHED
rights for women, according to are in such demand people
arc of Americans do read up a bit into Lower California. Later the
speech affirming the Israeli's
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D- Investing in great vintage. on wine. It's not true, you'll Franciscans carried them still
WESTBURY, N.Y. (
roots in the Middle East:
Maine.
storing the botUed product as a find, that red wine comes from further inland. Grape vines even
"We belong to this part of the The $30,000 Roquepine Trot at "All women are entitled to profit item Some of these im- dark - grapes and white wine live longer than man. The
world not only by historical Roosevelt Raceway Saturday equality in the areas of ports sell today from $6 to $20, from green grapes. Red wine world-famous Trinity vine bore
will feature a rematch between employment, social pcurity and if stored properly for 10 Is fermented from grapes with luscious fruit for 170 years.
rights but by virture of all we
France's
Magic fruit, the grape. So it
Une de Mai and benefits, tax deductions, provi- years are really classed in the their skins, while white wine
sacrificed
in
this
have done and
Canada's
Fresh
Yankee. The sion for child care, and rare category, and like antiques usually is a product of grapes Isn't too surprising that wine
country in recent years and in
kinds,
are
of
all
resold
at
skins.
is
making a deep Inroad into
many without
horses finished noses apart in education and job training,
every single day we have lived
times their original purchase
And talking of wines, don't the drinking habits of Amerilast week's international race. Muskie said.
price,
here."
forget that America was al- cans.

Wine Drinking on Increase in U.S.

Nursery Owner
Passes Away

Quotes
News

presenting the major American
labor unions were meeting
today to discuss President
Nixon's new economic policy.
One possibility mentioned was
court action challenging the 90wage-price-rent freeze.
day
Labor leaders grudgingly said
they will go along with the
freeze, but vowed to oppose
administration economic proposals in Congress. In Europe
Wednesday, the dollar continue(
its three-day downward slid(
against
stronger
foreigi
currencies in exchange tran
sactions.
WASHINGTON — The Commerce Department issued a
report today predicting sustained economic growth for the
rest of this year and into 1972.
But the report was gloomy on
recovery prospects before 1975
for the sagging aerospace
Industry. The report was
prepared before President Nixon announced his new economic
policy.

15 Day Old Son
Dies After Surgery

Hospital Report

Today's Stock
Market

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Baby Girl Morris( Mrs. Roma
Dell Morris), Rt. 3, Benton, Baby
NEW
YORK ( UPI)—The Girl Green (Mrs. Mary Dianne
stock market opened lower in Green), Rt. 3, Benton
moderately active trading
Thursday.
Shortly after the opening, the
DISMISSALS
Dow Jones industrial average
was off 1.10 at 907.27. Declines
topped advances, 199 to 160, Master James Ray Malone, Rt.
among the 492 issues crossing 9, Benton, Miss Charmaine
the tape.
Megan Malone, Rt. 9 Box 159,
U.S. Steel surrendered % to Benton, Russell Lynn Maness,
33%, while Armco gained % Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Mary Sue
to 19%. National Steel held Cathey, 1506 Clayshire Dr.,
unchanged at 44%.
Murray, Robert Morris Lowe,
In the automotive group, Jr., 307 N. 8th , Murray, William
General Motors edged up vs to Alonzio Forrest, Rt. 5, Murray,
83%. Ford and Chrysler were Mrs. Eva Elkins Ross, Rt. 1,
unchanged at 68% and 30%, Kirksey, Mrs. Linda Sue Murray
respectively, as was American & Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Benton, Miss
Motors at 7%. White Motor Ethel Paschall, 114 S. 10th,
dipped % to 25.
Murray, Robert Owen Carlile,
Among the chemicals, Du 6245 Brace St., Detriot, Mich.,
Pont eased
½
to 1511
/
2, Mrs. Gladys Opal Wilderson, 206
Monsanto /
1
2 to 47%. Dow S. 11th, Murray, Mrs. Vida
Chemical dipped lb to 73, while LOT= Skaggs, 672 Ellis Dr.,
Eastman Kodak also fell ¼ to Murray.
84%, e&-dividend. Allied ChePROUTY SATISFACTORY
mical was steady at 32.
In the oil group, Jersey BOSTON (UPI)—.n. -WinStandard gave up % to 72. ston L. Prouty, R-Vt., was
Phillips slid % to 31%, with reported in satisfactorY condiAtlantic Richfield and Standard tion at New England Deaconess
of California off Ifig each at 72/
1
4 Hospital today after undergoing
and 55%, respectively. Occiden- surgery for a stomach ulcer.
tal also dropped ¼ to 16%, but The hospital said the 64-yearold Senator
was "resting
Natomas tacked on % to 80.
Burroughs lost Pis to 134 in, comfortably" following
the
the electronics. Control Data operation Wednesday. Prouty
fell V4 to 59%, Motorola /
1
2 to was readmitted to the hospital
86%. Westinghouse eased kit to Monday for treatment after
92%, with Fairchild Camera undergoing tests there last
down /
week.
1
4 to 38%.

The Prirr
Source of 1
In Murray
Calloway C
United Press

Schuli
Incre4

A slight increas
enrollment in the MI
Schools for the curl
year has been report(
Schultz, superintend(
Murray City Schools.
The figures for the
through Thursday nos
while the enrollment a
the first month of
September 18, 1970, la
1853, Schultz said.
High Schoo
Eli Alexander, prim
Murray High Seta;
meeting for session:
he
morning said
enrollment of 624 for i
through twelve.
Last year the enrol
598. The ninth throw
grades are still mee
building at 8th and M
until the new, air.
school is completed
Road. is completed
Road. Bus service ft
school students will no
the new school is occ
Middle Sehe
Robert Glin Jeffrey
(Continued on Page

Seen&H
Aroun
Murra

The U.S. Sevin
program is in its 315

Senator Barry Gol
libel
suit
a
Facts magazine in
received a judgmen
but his costs and leg
.$125,000. There

something wrong
system if a citizen wt

is stuck for $30,000.

Congressman Fell
North Carolina n
made a speech dui
teenth Congress (181
the end of the House
Missouri Question.'
the county involve
combe, one of the a
district. He talke
time in a rambling
derived by term "Ix
now applied to any e

tz. The term "O.K."
porn early Americ
The most popu1
lascribes it to followe
Van Buren, ei
President, who used
Van Buren's home
Kinderhook,N.Y. 0
other versions is
Buren's predecesso,
Andrew Jackson,
wrote "oll korrect
meant' all correct,"
term caught on a
breviated. Still an(
attributes the term t
by Indians.

"The American di
when the Americal
asleep, just as other
when the people si
Chicago Tribune.

On the Pentagc
"Efforts by the 'I
(Continued on Past
a

The Wee

The weather (
Kentucky:
_ Partly cloudy I
scattered thundersh
east and fair else'
Fair tonight and San
warm through Satu
Highs today and
the 74k to low 84k. L(
the upper 54k to lo

EXTENDED 0
The extended we
for Kentucky Sun
Tuesday:
Generally fair
Monday with scatt
on Tuesday. No
perature changes
period.
Highs in the uppo
Ms. Lows mostly b

